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PRODUCTIVITY CONTINUES 
TO be a concern in the UK – and all the 
more so post-Brexit. There are many 
ways to improve the situation, but, for 
me, apprenticeships off er a major and 
systematic policy solution.

When measured against other OECD 
countries, the UK underinvests in 
training. Almost nine out of 10 employers 
say they can’t fi nd the skills to fi ll job 
vacancies; one in four jobs goes unfi lled. 

With the launch of the apprenticeship 
levy, all companies have an opportunity 
to correct this. Now they can train their 
people in the skills they need to be more 
productive, such as engineering, digital, 
and, yes, management and leadership. 

CMI has worked with more than 30 
employers and education providers on 
creating the new suite of trailblazer 
apprenticeships. (These are available 
at every level, from fi rst-line manager 
to senior leader.) Companies can use 
the levy to train their people and reap 
the rewards that great management 
and leadership bring, such as lower 
costs, higher growth and wellbeing, and 

greater engagement. (On the last subject, 
read about the latest best practice in 
our article ‘12 ways to foster amazing 
employee engagement’ on page 49.)

In September, CMI released a major 
study, An Age of Uncertainty, with the 
EY Foundation. This showed just how 
ambitious young people are: 63% want to 
lead a team; 40% want to be the boss. 

But these young people are being 
woefully underprepared for the world 
of work. Right now, according to our 
study, more than half fi nd it diffi  cult to 
get the right experience. Only 51% of 
16- to 18-year-olds get access to work-
experience opportunities through school.

So we are calling for a school-to-
work syllabus as part of every child’s 
education. This would also be a great 
opportunity for local employers to help 
young people and prepare their own 
future employees. In our study, 88% 
of young people said that employers 
need to off er more work experience.

Finally, in another CMI study, 
we’ve looked at the need to re-engage 
middle management. These people, the 
heartbeat of any organisation, seem not 
to be trusted by their senior leadership: 
only 31% feel important in building a 
trusting workplace culture. There seems 
to be a real disconnect here between 
senior and middle management, one that 
must be addressed through transparency 
and honesty. To bridge the gap, we 
recommend regular Q&A sessions, 
involving managers in crafting strategic 
messages, and good old-fashioned 
Management By Walking About. 
Sometimes the old ideas are the best.

Low productivity? 
No more excuses
Ann Francke, Chief Executive, CMIFor all things CMI: 

managers.org.uk

Read Professional Manager 
anywhere with the digital version: 
bit.ly/promanagerdigital 
– free for CMI members. Read 
on your mobile or tablet via the 
iTunes Store or Google Play

Insights: daily news 
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Meet brilliant colleagues at 
one of our networking events: 
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ManagementDirect is the 
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36% 
The percentage of people 

who admit to not being able 
to resist accessing their 
work apps on holiday. 

Source: OneLogin

1 in 7
HR staff say they have felt 

physically threatened at work. 
Source: MetLife Employee Benefits

14%
The number of chief 

executive roles in NHS 
trusts that are either vacant 

or will soon be unfilled
Source: Health Service Journal

48%
of managers lack confidence 

in their leadership teams 
in a post-Brexit world*

38%
of managers expect recruitment 
difficulties in the wake of Brexit*

79%
of managers expect Brexit to lead 

to negative economic growth*

80%
of managers say Brexit 

makes investment in skills 
even more important*

*Source: CMI

THE GOVERNMENT HAS announced 
new funding for the 98% of employers 
in England that are too small to pay 
the apprenticeship levy. A total of  
£2.5 billion of funding up to 2020 
will be used to support people of all 
ages to gain high-quality skills and 
experience, and help employers to 
offer more training opportunities  
and build a skilled workforce.

CMI director of strategy and external 
affairs Petra Wilton said the new 
funding meant small businesses were 
well placed to take on apprentices and 
give their workforce a boost.

“Apprenticeships are a proven route 
for raising business productivity,” she 
said. “Leading employers are already 
adopting the new professional 
pathways, such as the Chartered 
Manager Degree Apprenticeship.  
The generous levels of government 
co-investment announced today  
are welcomed by many employers, 
especially small businesses, which  
now have a great incentive to take  
on apprentices.”

Extra support – worth £2,000 per 
trainee – will also be available for 
employers and training providers that 
take on 16- to 18-year-old apprentices 
or young care leavers.

Employers with fewer than 50 
employees will also have all training 
costs paid for by the government if 
they take on these apprentices.

Wilton added: “These new 
trailblazer apprenticeships will help 
investment in homegrown talent, with 
additional support for 16- to 18-year-
olds and the degree apprenticeships 
providing a new route to developing 
higher-level, professional skills.

“Already we are seeing leading 
employers adopt the new Chartered 
Manager Degree Apprenticeship and 
invest in professional management 
progression pathways, from Level 3 
through to degrees.”

Find out how CMI can maximise the  
benefit from the funding available to  
your organisation: apprenticeships.
managers.org.uk

IN 
NUMBERS

THE BIG STORY 
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PEP TALK 
PROFESSOR WILLIAM SCOTT-JACKSON, PAGE 54

Information 
overload
Employees are processing 
and responding to 
unprecedented levels of 
information. Managers 
may need to restrict 
information flows based on 
quality or usefulness. Our 
‘Handling information – 
avoiding overload’ checklist 
provides guidance not only 
on managing your own 
time, but on how to enable 
team members to perform 
at their best.

Optimise your 
information handling by 
reading the full checklist 
on ManagementDirect: 
www.managers.org.uk/
informationoverload

The 7 Habits 
of Highly 
Effective People 
(a reminder)
The writings of Stephen 
Covey outline important 
behaviours for managers to 
master in order to manage 
themselves and their 
team effectively. Together, 

the habits form a “life-
transforming prescription”, 
and call for an overhaul  
of assumptions, attitudes 
and dependency.

Ranging from the simple 
(be proactive) to the 
fundamental (begin with 
the end in mind), Covey’s 
life lessons have brought 

countless managers 
‘eureka!’ moments.

Prioritising tasks,  
working towards the best 
outcome and adopting  
a win-win mentality are  
all core tenets. Also 
prioritised are positive 
listening skills, task synergy 
and ‘sharpening the  

saw’ (self-renewal and  
self-improvement).

To learn more about 
Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly 
Effective People, and 
for other management 
guidance and expertise, 
visit ManagementDirect: 
www.managers.org.uk/
seveneffectivehabits

BRAINWAVES
COMMON PROBLEMS SOLVED

“The Gulf Arab leadership 
style treasures time and 
so doesn’t want to waste 
it in pointless meetings 
and uninteresting events… 
We in the West have 
much to learn [from 
the Gulf states] about 
building long-term, high-
engagement companies”

Neil Cufley @cufton Aug 4
Chuffed to be re-
awarded Chartered 
Manager status.  
@cmi_managers  
@InsightsCMI  
@CMI_LondonandSE 
#cpd #lifelonglearner

  Follow @InsightsCMI on Twitter to keep  
up to date with the latest management 
thinking from the world’s great leaders

RETWEETED

Do, delegate, 
delay or discard
A useful model for 
managers at all levels, 
the ‘urgent vs important 
matrix’ encourages the 
sorting of tasks by their 
importance and urgency. 

If it’s urgent and 
important, do it. If it’s 
urgent but not important, 
delegate. If it’s important 
but not urgent, you can 
sometimes delay (but not 
forever!). What about 
the unimportant and not 
urgent? Discard.

This approach stops 
managers from having  
their most productive 
hours taken up with  
non-essential tasks,  
and, when applied 
successfully, shows a  
clear understanding of  
the importance of 
prioritising and planning.

You can find more 
about this, and other 
useful checklists, models 
and material, on CMI’s 
ManagementDirect: 
www.managers.org.uk/
urgentvsimportant
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“What is important 
is seldom urgent, 

and what is urgent is 
seldom important.” 

So said Dwight 
Eisenhower no less
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Employee directors: 
a workable idea?
Prime minister Theresa May has 
promised a change in the balance of 
power in companies, via employee and 
consumer directors sitting on boards, 
a crackdown on tax avoidance, and 
binding annual shareholder votes 
on executive pay.

She laid out her plans when she 
launched her campaign to become 
Conservative leader. The subsequent 
withdrawal of rival Andrea Leadsom 
meant that Mrs May was elected leader, 
and prime minister, unopposed.

The attack on tax avoidance by 
large companies was expected. George 
Osborne, dismissed by Mrs May as 
chancellor, had followed a 
similar line. And annual 
binding pay votes are 
merely a stiff ening of 
the present system of 
advisory annual votes 
and binding votes 
every three years.

The idea of 
putting employee and 
consumer directors 
on company boards 
is more striking. It is 
not new in the capitalist 
democratic world. Corporate 
Germany has long had the 
practice of Mitbestimmung, or 
co-determination, whereby 
workers elect representatives to 
their companies’ supervisory boards. 
In the UK, John Lewis employees are 
partners in the business and vote for 
committees that approve big policy 
decisions and hold top management 
to account. (John Lewis’ chairmen 
appoint their successors.)

But employee and consumer 
directors in conventional stockmarket-
listed companies would be a big change 
– and a shock to executives used to 
acting for their shareholders alone. 
Mrs May has given no detail on how 
the new directors would be appointed – 

whether they would be elected by 
the staff  or nominated by the board. 
All companies have so far is notice 
of her – radical – intentions.

EU employees after Brexit:
will they be cut off ?
The Brexit vote has left companies 
unsure of what will happen to their 
UK-based EU employees. Until the 
vote, the position was clear: any EU 
citizen had the right to come to the 
UK to seek work. Their passports 
were not stamped on arrival and they 
had no obligation to register with 
any authority.

The situation post-Brexit is, in 
theory, that nothing has changed. 

The government has not 
invoked article 50 of the 

Lisbon Treaty, which 
starts negotiations 
for a country to 
leave the EU. As the 
Cabinet Offi  ce said 
just before Theresa 
May took offi  ce as 
prime minister: “The 

UK remains a member 
of the EU throughout 

this process, and until 
article 50 negotiations have 
concluded.” This appears to 
mean that EU citizens still 
have the right to work in the 
UK, and the rights of those 

already resident are assured.
However, the prime minister has 

clouded the issue by suggesting that 
the rights of EU citizens in the UK 
will depend on other EU members 
guaranteeing rights for UK citizens 
in their countries. Also confusing 
matters is the question of whether the 
government will say that any EU citizen 
who enters the UK after the 23 June 
referendum date, or after the invoking 
of article 50, will cease to have the right 
to come to the UK to work. In light of 
the Cabinet Offi  ce advice, it does not 
seem that it would be legally possible 

to impose a cut-off  date before the time 
of actual departure from the EU.

The Cabinet Offi  ce points out 
that any EU citizen who has lived 
continuously in the UK for fi ve 
years has the right to reside in the 
UK permanently. Employers should 
encourage their EU staff  to ensure they 
have the necessary documentation to 
prove their continuous residence.

 
No immigrants, no strawberries
Throughout the referendum campaign, 
Leave campaigners said that, while they 
wanted to control the UK’s borders, 
skilled workers would still be welcome, 
using a points system similar to that 
in Australia.

But, after the vote, fruit and vegetable 
producers said that a points system for 
skilled workers would not help them 
and that the UK food-growing industry 
faced destruction if EU workers weren’t 
allowed in.

“What people have to remember 
[about Wimbledon] is that every single 
strawberry is picked by an eastern 
European worker. And, at Christmas, 
just about every Brussels sprout is 
picked by an eastern European,” John 
Hardman of Hops Labour Solutions, 
an agriculture 
recruitment 
company, told the 
Financial Times.
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SKAPINKER 
Theresa May’s employee directors proposal is 
surprisingly radical; the uncertain fate of EU and migrant 
workers; and Donald Trump’s leadership credentials

Post-Brexit Britain 
may be starved of 

native strawberries

Theresa May wants 
to put the brakes on 
boardroom excess 
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Michael Skapinker is associate editor of the 
Financial Times. Tweet him: @skapinker

MY CMI

Ali Capper, 
chairwoman of 
the National 
Farmers’ Union 

horticulture board, told The Guardian 
that a shortage of migrant workers in 
2007/08 resulted in crops not being 
harvested. She said, if the supply of 
EU workers were to be cut off : “I don’t 
think this time we will see crops left to 
rot. Farmers will make a decision not 
to grow them or to move.”

Farming-industry leaders say they 
struggle to fi nd UK workers prepared 
to work in agricultural harvesting.

Agriculture would not be the only 
industry to suff er if the supply of 
EU labour were cut off . The hotel, 
restaurant and tourist industries also 
rely heavily on EU workers.

Devising a system to ensure that 
enough workers are admitted for all 
these industries after Brexit will be one 
of the most important challenges for 
the May government.

 
Entrepreneurs versus 
career politicians
One of the most persistent complaints 
about today’s politicians is that they 
have no experience of doing anything 
else. This is not true of all politicians 
– Theresa May worked for the Bank of 
England – but there are few politicians 
who have started or run businesses. 
Exceptions are Michael Heseltine, the 
Tory grandee, who co-founded the 
Haymarket publishing empire, and 
Jeremy Hunt, the health secretary, 
who ran Hotcourses, an educational 
publishing business.

Neither, however, has achieved 
the highest offi  ce. One of the few 
business founders who has is Michael 
Bloomberg, founder of the eponymous 
fi nancial services and media company, 
who served three terms as mayor of 
New York.

Now Donald Trump is attempting to 
become US president, as the Republican 
candidate. His outspoken comments – 
attacking the parents of a Muslim US 
soldier who died in Iraq, for example 
– mark him out as a type of politician 
seldom seen before. His campaign 
raises the question of how feasible it is 
for business leaders to cross the divide 
into politics successfully.

In theory, business leaders should 
have much to off er politics. They are 
used to dealing with vast amounts 
of rapidly available information, 
assembling eff ective teams and 
motivating those who work for them. 
They are pragmatic and solution-driven.

However, Trump’s demagogic 
behaviour points to one of the 
problems when business leaders, 
particularly those who have founded 
their own company, go into politics. 
Business chiefs are used to being 
obeyed, and not being crossed or 
contradicted. Political life, in which 
opponents and the voting public 
can be strongly confrontational, and 
even abusive, can come as a shock 
to those used to getting their own 
way. This probably means few can 
make the transition.

Could president 
Trump keep his cool 
in the face of dissent?

Lesley Jones 
MANAGEMENT ASSESSOR, 

DUDLEY COLLEGE

How did you get involved with CMI?
My line manager suggested I undertake 
the CMI Level 3 Management and 
Leadership Apprenticeship to progress 
my career, develop my skillset and open 
up my options, and I liked the fl exibility 
the course had to off er. In fact, I 
enjoyed it so much that I decided to 
change areas to assess in management. 
I’ve now also completed the CMI Level 
5 Management and Leadership 
Apprenticeship, and will be helping 
to assess the new management 
qualifi cations that have just come in.

How did this experience 
change the way you work?
Having completed the apprenticeships 
myself, I’ve been able to apply what 
I’ve learnt and assess learners in 
light of my own experience. I’ve 
also used the skills developed in 
the apprenticeships to design and 
develop the new learning materials.

Both apprenticeships were 
invaluable in enhancing my knowledge, 
particularly around change-
management theories. I used all of 
these skills to design and update all 
qualifi cation materials, teaching and 
assessments, presentations and 
workbooks when the new syllabus 
was launched. This has helped the 
department to maintain its capacity 
and completion statistics.

How have your apprenticeships 
helped your career?
The college can now use me and the 
knowledge I’ve gained in other areas. 
I’m currently training to take over the 
supervisor role for the management 
qualifi cations in the college. Without 
the apprenticeships, I wouldn’t have 
been considered for this role.

Learn more about Dudley College apprenticeships 
at dudleycol.ac.uk/apprenticeships and 
CMI apprenticeships at managers.org.uk/
management-apprenticeships
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• Your own dedicated Local Business Manager 

• Comprehensive service and maintenance packages available

To find your local MINI Centre, or to view the latest offers, visit minibusinesspartnership.co.uk
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A THIRD OF 16- to 21-year-olds in  
the UK (32%) aren’t confident about 
finding a job in the next few years, 
according to the latest research  
from CMI and the EY Foundation.  
A lack of information about local  
job opportunities is an issue for  
35% of young people. 

So what’s the answer?
CMI and the EY Foundation are calling 
on employers and schools to back a 
school-to-work syllabus as part of the 
national curriculum, to give young 
people fairer access to workplace 
opportunities and to improve their 
employability on leaving school.

CMI chief executive Ann Francke  
said: “Young people aspire to become 
leaders but it’s currently the luck of the 
draw whether they get the necessary 
chances to learn how. We need 
employers and educators to help the 
next generations to develop practical 
skills from a younger age.

“This includes making management 
and leadership skills part of the school 
curriculum so that employers can 
recognise their capabilities.”

A new syllabus would provide every 
person in the UK aged 11 to 18 with  
the right support to make sure they  
have the best working prospects. 
Without this intervention, the report 
suggests, young people’s futures  
will be put at risk at a time when  
demand for high-skilled labour is 
forecast to grow.

Maryanne Matthews, chief  
executive of the EY Foundation,  
said: “There is a disconnect between 
having an experience of work and  
the confidence to get a job, especially  
if they [young people] come from  
a low-income household.

“And, while we are hearing that many 
employers, schools and colleges across 
the country are doing great things and 
offering inspiring experiences of work, 
there are still too many young people 
who are not getting this access.” 

YOUNG, FREE 
AND UNCERTAIN

OTHER KEY FINDINGS

56%
of young people find it 
difficult to get the experience 
they need to get a job they 
want. This could be linked to 
the fact that work experience 
is no longer compulsory in 
school and fewer students 
now receive it

63%
of young people  
would like to  
lead a team

51%
of 16- to 18-year-olds 
say that their school 
offers work experience, 
compared to 64% of 
those now aged 19 to 21

WHAT’S BEHIND THIS CRISIS 
THAT THREATENS YOUNG  
PEOPLE’S WORKING 
PROSPECTS IN THE UK?

88% of the young people 
surveyed said that 
employers should offer 
young people more 
experience of work

Low self-confidence Perceived lack of visibility 
of local employers

?? ?

A lack of connections
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FEW CONNECTIONS WITH EMPLOYERS. SCANT ACCESS TO WORK 
EXPERIENCE. MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ARE UNCERTAIN ABOUT ENTERING 
THE WORKPLACE. BUT THERE ARE WAYS TO SET THIS RIGHT
WORDS Matt Scott

Employability skills such 
as team leadership and 
management must be 
embedded in education 
from a young age

GROWING TOMORROW’S PROFESSIONAL MANAGERS: 4 STEPS

1 Make sure that young people  
learn more about the world of  
work every year from 11 to 18 by 

introducing a school-to-work syllabus  
into the national curriculum
Employers must work with schools to 
offer a programme that supports the 
transition from school to work. This 
could include activities such as employer 
speaking programmes and extended 
work placements aimed at developing 
employability skills and a greater 
understanding of the variety of career 
pathways available over time.

Parents and carers must be included  
in any initiative, as they frequently act  
as role models who influence important 
life decisions.

The EY Foundation and CMI will  
be setting up roundtables in key 
hubs across the UK to convene local 
employers, the education sector and 
other stakeholders, such as local councils 
and local enterprise partnerships, to 
begin discussions on what a school- 
to-work syllabus would look like.

2 Strengthen and champion  
all pathways into work, 
 including apprenticeships  

and entrepreneurship
Employers, schools and colleges need 
to show they value diverse educational 
experiences and pathways into work,  
not just university, and champion the  
full range of career pathways.

With the introduction of the 
apprenticeship levy, and the launch 
of new degree apprenticeships, the 

landscape for education and training 
is being transformed. Information and 
guidance in schools for young people 
need to reflect this.

CMI is raising awareness of the 
new apprenticeship pathways into 
management as a profession and  
will work with employers, UCAS,  
careers advisory organisations and  
other partners, such as the new  
Institute for Apprenticeships and 
Technical Education, to showcase  
young people’s progression and 
achievements through apprenticeships.

3 Develop key management  
and leadership skills from  
a younger age

Employability skills such as team 
leadership and management must be 
embedded in education from a young age.

Schools and colleges in particular 
should be supported to increase access 
to professionally accredited schemes 
that offer employer recognition of the 
management skills developed as part  
of a new school-to-work syllabus.

4 Create an employer-backed 
school-to-work national  
youth panel

Young people’s voices must be heard by 
those who have the power and ability to 
create change.

The EY Foundation and CMI will 
work to create a national school-to-work 
youth panel, and will seek support from 
leading employers directly and through 
the UK’s leading business umbrella 
organisations. The panel would be led by 
young people and backed by employers.

Find out more about CMI’s school-to-
work initiative in the new report, An Age 
of Uncertainty: Young People’s Views 
on the Challenges of Getting into Work 
in 21st Century Britain: bit.ly/Age_of_
Uncertainty. Join the debate on Twitter: 
@cmi_managers #schooltowork

OTHER KEY FINDINGS

37%
of young people would  
like to start their own business

40%
of 16- to 21-year-olds 
aspire to become the 
boss of a company

A steady decline in school-
secured work experience
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Customers want 24/7 service and won’t hesitate to switch suppliers if they 
can’t get it. At the same time, 92% of British managers work more than their 
contracted hours and burn-out rates are on the rise. Something’s got to give

Online businesses don’t need to operate 24/7
+
We are an online training company,  
so we are very aware that people on 
our courses could be working at any 
time of the day or night – and they do. 
But we have tried to make sure they 
understand that the process of working 
with a tutor is asynchronous. We don’t 
attempt to be live 24/7 because it’s 
impossible and it wouldn’t even benefit 
people, since tutors need to think about 
their responses.

Of course, the people taking our 
courses need a response in a reasonable 
time frame, but that is days, not 
minutes. So we largely allow our tutors 
to choose the times that they work. And 
our permanent employees can stagger 
their working times. We allow them to 
work out cover, and when they come 
into work, between themselves.

I reject the notion that we have to 
always be on, 24 hours a day, seven 

days a week, because that brings people 
down. We are an online company and 
we have not suffered at all as a result  
of this approach.

Alan Macgregor  
is a director at  
Real Group and  
an educational  
psychologist
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Clients  
never sleep 
_
When it comes to clients, not only 
is flexibility key, but you need to 
be on the ball. Whether it’s a client 
in a different time zone, your ever-
growing email inbox, or a social-
media storm, there will always be 
something that needs your almost 
immediate attention.

That said, while you want to 
assure customers you’re attentive 
to their needs, you can’t be in all 
places at once or online 24/7, so set 
some boundaries to avoid getting 
burnt out or overwhelmed.

Jennifer Janson  
is author of  
The Reputation 
Playbook

Switch on, 
and then 
switch off 
_
Every parent I know sets a 
limit on screen use for their 
children – but not themselves. 

Imagine a herd of antelope 
grazing. Then a Land Rover 
drives past. They stop, assess 
the threat, decide it’s not 
a concern, and go back to 
grazing. They experience a 
brief spike of adrenaline and 
then it’s gone – they switch 
on and then they switch off. 

What do humans do? We 
stay connected and worry 
about everything when we 
should have switched off and 
allowed ourselves to come 
down from the stress.

Sarah Rudder  
is a learning and 
development 
consultant, and 
an expert in 
organisational 
wellbeing

Always on = unproductive
_
At Volkswagen’s central offices, 
they block emails at the end of 
the shift until the next morning, 
and Daimler does the same over 
holidays. These are examples 
of companies that are worried 
about the always-on culture.

Britain is one of the world’s 
highest users of technology in 
the workplace per capita, and 
it is the only big economy in 
the top 10 to make that list. 

We also have one of the lowest 
productivity rates per capita. I 
suspect there is a link; we are 
almost too on.

Professor Sir Cary 
Cooper CCMI  
is professor of 
organisational  
psychology and health 
at Alliance Manchester 
Business School

Set protocols for disconnecting
_
Should we impose the right to be 
disconnected? Some companies 
have already signed agreements in 
this area and introduced a charter 
on the use of communications 
tools. The simplest solution would 
be to underline that there is no 
obligation to answer professional 
communications in the evening, at 
weekends and during holidays. 

A more complex measure would 
be to track connections made 
outside work hours. Why not put 
the firm’s servers on standby from 
6pm to 7am and at weekends? Or 
impose a day without email at least 
once a month to encourage people 
to meet and to create a warmer 
work atmosphere?

Interestingly, it is managers and 
office teams who resist most when 
such measures are suggested. The 
ever-higher targets set by those in 
charge may explain this attitude.

Disconnecting should be a right 
and a duty for both the individual 
and the company. However, on a 
deeper level, it is our culture of 
immediacy and hyperactivity that 
should be questioned. We need 
serenity to be able to think and act.

Sandrine Frémeaux  
is management  
professor at Audencia 
Business School

Get real. Put in the extra work
_
Being ‘always on’ is here to stay, 
so get used to it. People have been 
saying that technology is taking over 
our lives for ages now – it’s boring.

Switching off isn’t really an 
option for my business, so it’s very 
important that the team consists 
of dedicated individuals who 
understand the demands of the 
job. This culture might not be for 
everyone, but, when you’re as driven 
as we are, it’s a natural response.

Critics need to get real – there is 
a global shortage of both jobs and 

opportunities. To stand out, you 
have to put in the extra work. 

Employers and employees  
should realise that the nine-to- 
five job doesn’t exist any more  
and adjust the benefits they  
offer accordingly.

Paul Blanchard  
is founder and managing  
director of Right Angles
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Concerned about creating a balanced working environment? 
CMI’s latest The Quality of Working Life report is available 
to download at managers.org.uk/qualityofworkinglife

Come on. You’re 
not that important
_
We can all too easily overestimate our own 
importance, forcing ourselves to be available 
24/7, working on the assumption that somehow 
our business will face a cataclysm if we are not 
electronically available for a few minutes.

We have a growing population of people 
who spontaneously, without thought, respond 
to their technology as a conditioned stimulus. 
Irrespective of any health problems associated 
with electromagnetic radiation, we need to 
pay attention to the long-term social and 
psychological consequences of this.

David Cliff  
is managing director 
at Gedanken

Take the time to 
look after yourself
_
As a business owner, I am all too aware of just 
how diffi  cult it is to switch off  from work. It’s 
second nature to reach for my phone and stay 
connected with the world.

For many professionals, taking time away 
from the offi  ce can actually be more stressful 
than being at work. Holidays can be ruined 
by constant worrying, sleepless nights and 
an inability to relax.

Personally, I leave my laptop in the offi  ce or at 
home, and allocate a set time of day to check in 
with the team when I’m away. I’ve realised over 
the years that, for my own wellbeing, I need to 
be able to disconnect when I’m away. This means 
I come back refreshed, rejuvenated and ready to 
take on new challenges.

Lee Biggins 
is founder and managing 
director of CV-Library

PHILIP DAVIES GOT involved 
in mentoring when his company 
went through a restructuring 
process; he helped those colleagues 
leaving the company to fi nd 
work elsewhere.

“I found I got a lot of enjoyment 
and fulfi lment out of helping 
them to prepare for interviews. 
It then wasn’t a big step to go on to 
registering for mentoring for CMI,” 
he says. 

“If I was in the job market, I don’t 
doubt at all that being a mentor 
would be looked on as a good thing;
if I was recruiting, it would give me 
a good feeling about that person’s 
emotional intelligence.”

Research from Development 
Dimensions International found 
that 60% of UK business leaders have 
had a mentor and an overwhelming 
97% of these have benefi ted from 
the advice they received.

CMI’s own research, as part of 
its ‘Bouncing Back’ series of events, 
found that 66% of managers have 
benefi ted from their mentor’s 
experience in times of crisis.

Take Gregory Geissler, an engineer 
by trade. He used his mentors to 

 Shoulder strategies 
CMI’s new Mentoring Programme 
connects people across businesses 
to develop professional management 
skills. But why is mentoring 
important, and what’s needed 
for a successful relationship?
WORDS Matt Scott

“Look for diff erent mentors 
who can each help you to 
develop a diff erent skill – 
you’ll never fi nd one who 
can help with everything”
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 Shoulder strategies 
CMI’s new Mentoring Programme 
connects people across businesses 
to develop professional management 
skills. But why is mentoring 
important, and what’s needed 
for a successful relationship?
WORDS Matt Scott

develop the skills he needed to 
meet his ambition of becoming a 
chartered engineer.

Geissler recommends having a 
number of mentors with diff erent 
skillsets: “Look for diff erent mentors 
who can each help you to develop a 
diff erent skill – you are never going 
to fi nd one mentor who can help 
you with everything.” 

He adds: “Go prepared with 
what you are aiming for and a 
rough plan: that gives structure 
to the conversation.”

Mentors can benefi t as much 
as mentees. For Philippa Dixon, 
mentoring has opened her eyes 
to areas of business she’d otherwise 
not have experienced: “I’ve mentored 
in diff erent situations, including 
where it doesn’t relate directly 
to my own profession. That’s 
helped me to think more widely 
and in some cases do some extra 
research that helps the mentee 
but also improves my knowledge.”

GET THE MOST
OUT OF MENTORING

CMI’s new Mentoring Programme will 
help you to get the most out of your 
role as a mentor, mentee or both.

The programme has a unique focus 
on management and leadership skills, 
facilitated through an online portal 
for both mentors and mentees.

Through CMI mentoring, more 
experienced managers and leaders 
share their skills and experiences 
to help others further develop 
their management skills.

Mentoring provides the opportunity 
for a learning experience for both 
mentor and mentee, and elevates 
knowledge-sharing to a practical level.

For more details on how to sign 
up to the programme, download 
the CMI Mentoring Guide from 
managers.org.uk/mentoring
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Join the debate 
about embedding an 
ethical and productive 
outlook: email us 
at prof.manager@
managers.org.uk or 
tweet @cmi_managers

Alexandra Rice is 
Regional Director, 
Professional and 
Financial Services at 
Santander Corporate 
and Commercial 
Bank. To find out 
more about how 
Santander’s distinct 
and determined 
approach could benefit 
your business, visit 
www.santandercb.co.uk

Banks should be as ethical, well-managed and productive as the clients 
they serve. That’s why Santander introduced its ‘nine behaviours’, 
explains Alexandra Rice, Regional Director, Professional and Financial 
Services at Santander Corporate and Commercial Bank

Talented staff aren’t enough; long-term business 
success depends on employees acting ethically. 
Here’s how Santander fosters the right behaviours.

QGive us an insight into the people  
in your corporate banking team.

Alexandra: I run a team that provides banking 
solutions to the professional and financial 
services sector. My team is largely made up of 
relationship directors (RDs) and their supporting 
team, primarily relationship managers (RMs).

RDs and RMs must show a high level of technical 
skill. They must combine financial analysis with 
business acumen and strategic insight. All of that 
has to be wrapped up in a personable individual 
who knows how to listen to clients.

To complete the skillset, an RD needs to be able 
to distinguish themselves from their competition 
in a compelling and meaningful way.

QBanking has its detractors, but we hear  
you look for a distinctive ethical outlook 

and set of behaviours among your people. 
Alexandra: The biggest change I’ve seen in the 
past 10 years is the level of focus now placed, 
from the top down, on required behaviours.  
At Santander, we have adopted a framework of 
‘nine behaviours’: speak up, truly listen, show 
respect, keep promises, give support, bring 
passion, talk straight, embrace change, and 
actively collaborate.

This set of required behaviours must become 
part of the fabric of how we operate as an 

organisation. Our whole performance-rating 
process has shifted away from metrics based 
on capability to one that sets those capabilities 
in the context of a more holistic and balanced 
behavioural assessment.

QHow do you maintain a team ethos  
in a highly demanding environment?

Alexandra: We are in the business of providing 
solutions that complement our clients’ businesses, 
to help them to seize new opportunities and 
facilitate their growth plans.

In this environment, the individual who is ‘all 
about me’ may not put client needs first. Some of 
the most difficult decisions I’ve had to make have 
arisen when I’ve run teams with a star performer 
who couldn’t be a team player.

For me to feel happy in my role, I have to lead 
and manage in line with my own code of ethics 
and principles. That does not allow me to make 
special exceptions for one individual to the extent 
that others in the team feel like second-class 
citizens. Playing the longer game and building  
the capability of the many, rather than focusing 
on the few, is always the most fulfilling road.

In making hard decisions, Santander’s nine 
behaviours provide the cultural reinforcement 
that I need.

In the longer run, the team should become 
more than the sum of the parts. The ideal is that 
everyone enables everyone else to be more than 
they can be alone. At that point, it all becomes 
self-sustaining and my job is largely done.

Q&A
A bank that behaves differently
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LUNCH WITH…

John Widdowson
Principal and chief executive of New College Durham

WORDS Ian Wylie

JOHN WIDDOWSON IS both amused 
and bemused. He leans across our lunch 
table to show me, on his smartphone, 
the cover of a Chinese magazine, 
bearing a photo of him standing  
outside the Houses of Parliament.

“But I’ve never had my photo taken 
outside the Houses of Parliament,” says 
Widdowson, who suspects Photoshop 
may have been used. Perhaps it’s an 
example of the creativity that, on a 
recent British Council-organised trip to 
China, he was told the Chinese are keen 
to inculcate in their managers.

The principal and chief executive 
of New College Durham, one of the 
country’s leading colleges for further 
and higher education, was visiting the 
country in his capacity as president 
of the Association of Colleges. “The 
Chinese wanted to learn how they can 
follow a more British model, where 
we blend management with creativity, 
enterprise and innovation.”

We’re enjoying sea bream in the 
rustic dining room of Finbarrs, an 
18th-century converted farmhouse 
on the edge of Durham. It’s just half 
a mile from the college where, under 
Widdowson’s management, standards 
of teaching and learning have gone 
from ‘good’ to ‘outstanding’, 93.5% of 
students finish courses successfully, 
and apprenticeship achievement rates 
are 21% above the national average. 

New College Durham was one of the 
first two colleges to gain the power to 
award their own foundation degrees. 
And it’s the largest provider of CMI 
qualifications in the north-east – it’s 
registered over 2,000 students with  
CMI in the past 15 years.

Born into a family of mill workers 
in Lancashire, Widdowson, now a 
Companion of CMI, fell into further 

education by accident, taking a teaching 
job after graduating in law from Durham 
University. He joined New College 
Durham as chief executive in 1998.

Widdowson’s priority as CEO was to 
rebuild the campus, and consolidate it 
on a single site. This summer he signed 
off another £5 million redevelopment 
that includes a dedicated centre for 
those studying higher-education 
courses and professional-qualification 
programmes, such as the Chartered 
Manager Degree Apprenticeship 
(CMDA), which the college will be 
offering with CMI from September.

“We’ve replaced a lecture theatre 
– the old-fashioned way of delivery 
– with a dedicated IT room, a large 
breakout space for informal working, 

and more open-access areas for students 
to connect their own devices,” says 
Widdowson. “These spaces are better 
for encouraging the more informal, 
conversational, peer learning that takes 
place on programmes such as the CMDA, 
where students are mid-career.”

In September about 25 students 
started the CMDA, designed to enable 
employers to develop managers to 
graduate level via a scheme combining 
work with study. Students ultimately 
achieve Chartered Manager status. 
“We’re one of the first colleges to offer it, 
and it’s really exciting because it involves 
tripartite conversations between the 
employer, college and learner. It also 
challenges preconceptions that degrees 
can only be delivered by universities.”

Working with mid-career managers 
challenged the college to increase the 
flexibility of its programmes. “Few 
businesses have the capacity to spare key 
people, so we must ensure our structures 
are flexible and modular enough so that 
learners can stop, start and keep in touch 
online when necessary.”

These are uncertain financial 
times. College funding is dependent 
largely on the Skills Funding Agency, 
Education Funding Agency, Student 
Loans Company, and local employers. 
And now there’s Brexit – New College 
Durham has attracted around £14m a 
year from the European Social Fund.

Yet Widdowson seems to have lost 
no enthusiasm for his role. “No one day 
has ever been the same,” he says. “We 
streamed our graduation ceremonies 
on YouTube this summer, and I reckon 
around 80% of those students were the 
first people in their families to graduate. 
I never fail to find that inspiring and 
to take satisfaction in the impact our 
college has on the community we serve.”

“We’re one of the first 
colleges to offer the 
Chartered Manager 

Degree Apprenticeship”
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TWO REPORTS BY MPs, one into 
working practices at Sports Direct’s 
Shirebrook facility and the other 
into the collapse of BHS, cast British 
business in a bad light.

In the first, Mike Ashley’s Sports 
Direct was accused of creating a culture 
where staff were so concerned about 
missing work that one woman gave  
birth in a toilet. In the second, Sir Philip 
Green was criticised for selling BHS for 
£1, only for it to collapse, putting the 
future of the employees and pension 
fund members on the line. 

I don’t have to convince readers 
of Professional Manager that the vast 
majority of people in senior business 
positions take their responsibilities 
to staff very seriously. Unfortunately, 
many members of the public will take 
the behaviour of Ashley and Green to 
be commonplace. This matters for all 
of us because business survives on the 
precious currency of trust. When people 
hear tales like these, that trust is eroded. 

Ashley and Green: too powerful?
Ashley’s position as founder, major 
shareholder and director seems to have 
made him very dominant at Sports 
Direct. The Institute of Directors, where I 
will take over as director general in 2017, 
had warned that the other directors did 
not seem to be providing an effective 
check on his power. This should have 
been a serious concern for the board of a 
listed company, which is meant to protect 
the interests of all shareholders. 

In the MPs’ report into the failure  
of BHS, they found “a prevailing culture 
in which a dominant personality at the 
top of a private limited company was 
able to get his way with little if any 
internal challenge”.

In both cases, it looks like Green  
and Ashley saw business leadership  
as being solely about strength and a 
single-minded focus on the bottom line.

Should Ashley have  
known what was afoot?
A contradiction emerged at Ashley’s 
committee hearing, when he was 
pressed by MPs on what he knew about 
the alleged mistreatment of staff at 
Shirebrook. On the one hand, Ashley 
had built the business from scratch, 
and knew it better than anyone. On the 
other, he professed ignorance of what 
was going on inside his warehouses.

I am no stranger to the experience  
of being surprised, and disappointed,  
to find out what life is really like  
for staff. Soon after I became CEO of the 
Clugston Group, I was asked to take part 
in a Channel 4 documentary, Undercover 
Boss, and hear the unadulterated truth 
about how employees were feeling.

We were still dealing with the great 
recession, and construction companies 
were having a particularly difficult 
time. Clugston has been a well-known 
name in construction since the 1930s, 
and I had to take steps to make sure it 
weathered the storm. That had included 
making redundancies. 

I wasn’t expecting every employee 
I met to praise the management – far 
from it – but I was deeply saddened by 
how much the situation was unsettling 
my team.

At the first site I went to, one long-
standing member of staff told me that 
morale was at an all-time low. This 
was doubly upsetting because so many 
members of staff whom I met had been 
with the company for many years, and 
were incredibly dedicated to their work.

The experience shook me up. I went 
immediately to the board and told them 
we needed to change several things 
about the way we treated our staff.

I was lucky to have had the 
experience of hearing the honest 
opinions of staff on the frontline. 
With around 18,000 employees at 
Sports Direct, perhaps we shouldn’t 
be surprised that Ashley had become 
removed from the experience of his 
staff, but others in his management 
team would have known what was going 
on. If the information didn’t get to him, 
that too was a failure of leadership.

The examples of Sports Direct and 
BHS are reminders that a leader will 
ultimately be judged on how they treat 
their staff. You may be able to make 
money in business by ignoring your 
employees, but you can’t be a success  
in the long run.
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Stephen Martin is CEO of Clugston Group Ltd  
and director general designate of the Institute  
of Directors. He is also a Companion of CMI

Sports Direct and BHS: 
everything must go

British business mustn’t repeat Mike Ashley and Sir Philip Green’s mistakes
 WORDS Stephen Martin
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YOU WILL REMEMBER the scene 
from countless gritty 1970s cop shows. 
Our hero, desperate for the confession 
that will put a drugs baron away for life, 
agrees to go undercover.

With a tape recorder the size of a 
paperback strapped to his chest and 
about 12 feet of cabling under his clothes, 
he meets up with Mr Big, microphone 
primed, because, for reasons best 
known to scriptwriters, merely catching 
someone in possession of a few kilos of 
crystal meth and a car boot full of semi-
automatic weapons isn’t going to be 
enough to convince a New York jury.

Well, these days the recording device 
is probably about the size of a watch 
battery and all our hero has to worry 
about is their Bluetooth connection. 
But guess what? Thanks to the wonders 
of the iPhone (other smartphones are 
available), now we can all join in – and 
not just to catch crooks. Put your phone 
anywhere within earshot, set the app 
running silently and a whole world of 
office-based espionage opens up.

You might think that the employment 
relationship has pretty much broken 
down by the time someone is recording 
conversations with their colleagues and 
meetings with their manager. But ask 
a room full of HR professionals how 
many of them have had to deal with this 
issue and just watch the hands go up.

It’s not that hard to understand 
people’s motives. The balance of power 
in the workplace has changed since the 
days when trade unions were ubiquitous 
and taking your shop steward along to a 
disciplinary meeting guaranteed at least 
a fair hearing. Even in the absence of a 

functioning union, you can still take a 
friend – but lacking the same training 
or experience that a union rep built up 
over time, Jenny from accounts will not 
really inspire the same sense of caution 
in a manager intent on taking out their 
personal frustrations on the first poor 
sap who comes their way.

Equally understandable is the 
outraged reaction of HR professionals 
and line managers when faced with what 
is clearly the unspoken (perhaps spoken) 
threat that one word out of place will 
land them on the witness stand at an 
employment tribunal. No wonder, too, 
that so many would simply say ‘no’ if 
an employee openly set the recorder 
running. So can employees do this?

Well, an employee certainly has no 
legal right to record an internal meeting. 
But, let’s be honest, it never looks good 
or adds to your credibility to wait until 
something comes to a head before 
banning it. So, generally speaking, if you 
want to stop people recording meetings, 
the best plan is to get a clear written 
policy in place before the issue arises 
(pretty good advice for most subjects).

Even then, you might need to think 
about exceptions and alternatives. 
What if the employee claims they have 
a disability that means they need a 
recording to make sense of the meeting? 
Should you, as the employer, offer to 
make your own recording, or have a 
note-taker there and share the notes? 
And what if you think the employee is 
going to go ahead and secretly record 
the meeting anyway?

Tempting though it might be to frisk 
them, that appears not to be a legitimate 
option under current UK employment 
law. That leaves you with a choice of 
ploughing on regardless, or putting 
things off until another day and hoping 
that your disgruntled employee gives up 
on the whole idea, or gets another job.

More than that, if someone has made 
a secret recording of stuff that goes on 
at work, whether it is part of a formal 
meeting or not, an employment tribunal 
might well think that the practice is a 
touch distasteful, but it is permitted 
to hold its nose and hear the evidence. 
And it will.

Indeed, in one case, an employee 
managed to go out of the room during  
a disciplinary hearing, leave their 
recorder running, and then use the 
resulting evidence in an employment 
tribunal claim. Of course, it didn’t help 
that one member of the disciplinary 
panel revealed that the managing 
director had already decided to give  
the employee the boot. 

Mark Crail is content director at XpertHR.  
Tweet him with your secret recording stories:  
@Payintelligence

Feeling frisky?
When things get nasty at work, many people start secretly recording 

meetings. But don’t start frisking your staff just yet...
 WORDS Mark Crail

“One employee went  
out of the room during  
a disciplinary hearing,  
left their recorder 
running, and then used 
what was said at an 
employment tribunal”
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Your trading contracts; your staff’s 
employment rights; future prices –  
all may already be affected by Brexit.  
So start planning now
ILLUSTRATION Ikon Images

BREXIT. LOVE IT or hate it, the  
result of the EU referendum is going  
to change the way you do business.

Whether it’s handling employment 
contracts for EU nationals, or once 
again being allowed to sell bananas by 
the pound, Britain leaving the EU will 
have a big impact on your organisation.

Legal expert Chaman Salhan,  
founder of 2ndOpinionNow, says  
that the scale of the changes on the 
horizon means managers need to start 
planning now, even though the date  
of the country’s departure from the  
EU hasn’t been decided.

“The reality is that Brexit has massive 
implications in numerous legal areas, and 
businesses need to start planning now 
for potential changes,” he says. “A lot of 
people may think that’s quite peculiar 
– why would you start planning now 
when you don’t know what you’re going 
to be left with? But the reality is that 
businesses trading overseas could end  
up with a huge problem if they do not 
start their preparations early enough.”

A recent CMI survey of 1,065  
managers found management teams 
lacked faith in the ability of their senior 

executives to navigate a post-referendum 
marketplace. Nearly half (48%) said they 
lacked confidence that their leaders 
could lead their organisations in a Britain 
removed from the EU.

So managers need to act now to  
steady the ship and make sure their 
business has measures in place to 
protect their interests, both at home 
and on the continent.

Minimise uncertainty
One of the key areas for concern, Salhan 
says, is how changes in legislation and 
trading tariffs could affect existing 
contracts with parties in other EU 
member states.

“As you’ll have priced contracts on the 
basis of existing regulations, they won’t 
take into account any changes that may 
occur and any cost or time implications 
imposed in the wake of Brexit,” Salhan 
says. “So, if you sign a five-year deal 
today at a certain price, that may be fine 
now, but, in a few years, the deal may not 
be possible at the agreed price.”

Changes in regulations, such as 
restrictions on the number of imports 
into a country, or trading tariffs, could 

BREXIT:
IT’S AFFECTING 
YOU ALREADY
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Looking for legal advice on how 
to deal with the challenges 
of Brexit? Contact Chaman 
Salhan and the 2ndOpinionNow 
team on 020 7936 3177 or visit 
www.2ndopinionnow.co.uk

increase the cost of honouring a contract, 
which could make a deal unprofitable. 
Salhan says this could, ultimately, leave 
firms in a position where they are losing 
money each time they honour a contract.

“You won’t necessarily be able to turn 
around and say you can’t honour the 
deal any more, because the other party 
could argue that you can – you just have 
to pay more,” he says. “That could leave 
you in a position, as a business, where 
you have to provide things at a loss. So 
people need to be building clauses into 
their contractual agreements that allow 
them to renegotiate, given the changes 
coming in as a result of Brexit.”

Protect your staff
The other legal challenge facing 
businesses in the wake of the referendum 
is the right (or otherwise) of EU nationals 
to remain and work in the UK.

Salhan says employers need to start 
thinking about who is going to be 
responsible for obtaining work permits 
for staff from the EU. They must also 
protect themselves from the risk that  
key members of staff may no longer have 
the right to work in the UK once Britain 
has finally left the EU.

“Businesses could look into insurance 
policies for senior staff who may be 
asked to leave the country, to cover the 
legal costs associated with defending 
their right to work in the UK,” he says. 
“Lots of sectors are also reliant on 
lower-level foreign workers, and they 
need to be prepared for the fact that 
these workers may no longer be available 
should measures be introduced allowing 
only skilled workers to have the right to 
work in the UK.

“Some organisations may be thinking 
about getting rid of foreign workers and 
keeping only UK people. The problem is 
that you may be breaching your contract 
with your employee, as you cannot 
discriminate against someone because 
they are an EU national. But businesses 
must start thinking about how they’ll 
structure themselves post-Brexit.”

And, with Theresa May saying article 
50 will be triggered by the end of March 
2017, businesses cannot afford to put 
their heads in the sand and wait until 
the Brexit dust has settled. Companies 
need to start putting changes in place 
now, before it’s too late.
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HAVING RUN A successful contracting 
business through both boom and not-
so-boom years, dealing with customers 
was comparatively straightforward: your 
product or service has to be better or 
more competitive than your neighbour’s, 
and your workforce competent; your 
systems and processes must be simple 
to ensure clarity and that you pay 
your taxes. 

But life for most small-business 
owners is also challenging: you are your 
own fi nance, HR and fl eet-management 
departments. Invariably, you are as adept 
at cleaning the toilets or making the 
coff ee as striking the right deal. Most 
importantly, you need to be aware of 
legislation as it changes, as ignorance is 
no defence to non-compliance. 

Now, as an MP, when I speak to 
business owners, I encourage them 
to feed back about the challenges of 
running a business, how government 
can be helpful, and where it needs 
to improve, to make legislation ‘fi t’. 
Although easier said than done, 
legislation could do with means-testing 
to ensure what is voted for on paper 
is delivered in the workplace.

What is more, I believe it is essential 
that decision-makers maintain a close 

relationship with business and industry 
to understand the future, whether in 
robotics, tech investment or better use 
of data. Or, more specifi cally, issues 
in the broader business environment, 
such as equal representation across 
gender, class and ethnicity. For reports 
considered by the Women and Equalities 
Select Committee, of which I am a 
member, indicate that the gender pay 
gap and prospects for women during and 
after pregnancy are worsening or, at best, 
stagnating. Government is trying, but 
leadership by and throughout businesses 
and organisations has to be more value-
driven to achieve positive outcomes.

Yet I am optimistic that a closer 
relationship between government and 
business can drive forward positive 
change. After all, both business and 
government must sometimes make 
diffi  cult and unpopular decisions. For 
legislation to be applied eff ectively, it 
needs to be implemented much like the 
workings of a business.

It is only through trial and error that 
we develop and thrive. Government 
needs to refrain from hesitating when 
committing to long-term projects. 
Equally, a short-term approach leads 
to a lack of strategic investment in our 

housing, rail and energy security 
in particular. 

At the start of my business career, 
a wise man said to me: ‘Think about a 
situation and then make a decision – if 
it’s right, you’re on the way; if not, at 
least you know rapidly and can change 
accordingly.’ As a business-minded 
government, I want to see more of this 
management mindset in action.

What better time than now? This new 
government is more business-minded 
than ever, with many of the new MPs 
coming from commercial environments. 
Taking those skills to government means 
we must keep up to date in studying our 
fi elds, observing the results, refl ecting on 
decisions and looking to improve. That is 
why, even if leaving the world of business, 
we must keep a management mindset.
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Management-minded 
government

This parliament, with its management mindset, could 
make progress on many of business’s headaches

Jo Churchill is 
Conservative MP for 
Bury St Edmunds, 
the fi rst female 
representative for 
that constituency
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IN SEPTEMBER, we published, with the 
EY Foundation, An Age of Uncertainty, a 
new report that provides young people’s 
perspectives on the challenges of 
transitioning from school to work. 

For far too many, education is still 
too detached from the world of work. 
With young people’s key influencers 
being their parents and teachers, they 
have few insights into the huge variety 
of employment opportunities available. 
The decline in work experience – it’s no 
longer compulsory – means those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds struggle  
even more to access openings into work. 

But the aspirations of young people 
themselves are inspiring. Nearly 
two-thirds want to be able to manage 
teams; one-third aspire to run their 
own business. However, many lack the 
confidence to be able to fully articulate 
their practical management skills. 

This is why, working with the EY 
Foundation, we’ve called for a national 
youth panel to put young people’s voices 
at the heart of policy-making, and to 
ensure their needs are better met. This 
has already been endorsed by the CBI. 

Theresa May’s new government has 
also made clear that tackling social 
mobility will be a priority, and this means 
we need to work even harder to ensure 
that there are progression routes into 
management that work for everybody. 

We’re delighted to now have a full  
suite of new trailblazer management  
and leadership apprenticeships.  
These provide pathways at all levels,  
from team leader apprenticeships at 
Level 3 to the Chartered Manager  
Degree Apprenticeship. 

Ensuring management and leadership 
skills are better understood means young 
people can consider management a 
career in its own right. For many more,  
it can help to provide the key skills that 
will boost their general employability. 

These skills and behaviours can be 
developed from an early age, which is why 
we’ve called for a school-to-work syllabus 
from the start of secondary school. It will 
also be critical that practical skills such as 
management and leadership are among 
the new STEM and specialist subjects 
to be developed post-16, following Lord 
Sainsbury’s review of technical education.

Working in partnership across the 
vast majority of business schools at 
UK universities, we see students really 
valuing the practical management skills 
that CMI is providing alongside their 
degree, with 63% looking to choose 
courses that include CMI qualifications 
and more than half agreeing that CMI 
accreditation improves employability.

To take this a step further, in mid-
September, the new skills minister, 
Robert Halfon, also gave approval 
for employers working with CMI to 
develop a master’s level apprenticeship. 
As he said: “These new master’s level 
apprenticeships will offer a ladder of 
opportunity for people and mean that, 
regardless of your background, you can 
get the advanced skills in leadership and 
management that top employers want 
and need.” 

As such, this new highest-level 
apprenticeship will help to challenge 
snobbery around vocational routes. 
With these changes across all levels of 
the education system, we can aspire to 
provide pathways into management, 
through to the very top, for all learners.
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Finding their voice 
Westminster is waking up to the concerns of young people 

WORDS Petra Wilton

New members recruited to help CMI work on Code of Conduct
We are always seeking member 
support for our work both 
in promoting the Codes of 
Conduct across CMI and 
the Institute of Consulting, 
and in investigating member 
complaints that CMI receives. 
As a chartered body, CMI has 
an obligation to look into all 
complaints. The first step 

sees work by the chair and 
members of our Complaints and 
Investigations Committee to 
make sure the complaint is not 
vexatious in any way (an abuse 
of our complaints process, or a 
repeat of a previous complaint). 
If it passes this test, then 
members of our Investigation 
Panel take up the mantle, 

investigating the complaint, 
interviewing the parties, and 
reporting to the committee.

The more positive aspect  
of the Code is its positioning as 
a unique selling point for CMI 
and its members: who we are 
and what we stand for.

The Code is currently 
being developed in digital 

format, with video content. 
So watch this space and the 
website below. We will also be 
publishing anonymous case 
studies on recent complaints 
under investigation. 

J Find out more at managers.org.
uk/code or contact Valerie Hamill, 
institute secretary, on 020 7421 2707 
or valerie.hamill@managers.org.uk
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LESSONS IN LEAN 
FROM HIGH-PRODUCTIVITY 

COMPANIES
WORDS Matt Scott

ILLUSTRATION Charles Williams
PHOTOGRAPHY Paul Musso, Mike Wilkinson

RESEARCH PARTNER Jordans

THERE’S A GREAT irony about Britain’s 
productivity problem. While, on a national 
economic level, Britain struggles with productivity; 
on an individual organisational level, we are home 
to some fi t-as-a-butcher’s-dog companies that 
have doing less with more in their blood. 

So, over the past three months, working 
with leading company-data provider Jordans, 
Professional Manager has been unearthing 
unheralded examples of productivity in action. 

Using proprietary methodology – drawing on 
Companies House fi lings to identify profi table, 
growing, fi nancially solid companies that deliver 
high levels of turnover per employee – we 
discovered a seam of UK companies (mainly 
privately owned) that live and breathe productivity.

Often their productivity isn’t an overthought 
characteristic. Many of these companies bear the 
imprint of a visionary founder. As they’ve grown 
and built up their infrastructure and operational 
capacity, they’ve managed to hold on to the roll-
up-your-sleeves culture of the startup.

What do we mean by ‘productivity’? Some 
companies, particularly in intrinsically high-
revenue sectors such as wholesale or fi nance, 
generate high levels of output per employee, but 
this is often just right-place-right-time syndrome. 
For others, productivity can be acquired – but 
usually only for a brief period – by cutting costs 
to the bone.

For us, however, real productivity is about 
clear strategy and hands-on management; it’s 
about maximising the market opportunity in 
front of you. Every year in our Future Forecast 
study, CMI members express their desire to 
ramp up productivity in their own organisations, 
whether through changing their culture, 
investing in technology or – the big one – 
improving their organisation’s management 
and leadership skills. 

For this project, having identifi ed a clutch 
of productive companies, we then interrogated 

their leaders about exactly these issues. 
The result is eight lessons in how to do less 
with more.

We see these lessons as a conversation-starter. 
We’d like to hear from CMI members about 
how you’re realising productivity in your own 
organisation. Which new ways of working are 
keeping your performance keen? What processes 
and practices have you ditched? How do you do 
less with more?

Over the coming weeks and months, we want to 
share and debate best practice at managers.org.uk/
insights, as well as on Twitter: @cmi_managers.

So these lessons are the hors d’oeuvre to what we 
hope will become an informed national process to 
raise the performance of UK companies that aspire 
to, but haven’t yet reached, high productivity.

 Let’s not kid ourselves. This is a big problem. 
And it’s urgent. British productivity lagged 
behind that of G7 counterparts by an average 
of 18 percentage points at the last count.

This productivity defi cit means Britain has 
never been further behind other leading nations 
in the world; the measly 0.5% increase in 
productivity reported over the fi rst three 
months of 2016 will have done little to instil 
confi dence into political leaders trying to solve 
our national productivity puzzle.

We think we know where the root of the 
problem lies – analysis from the OECD has 
blamed the UK’s poor productivity on inadequate 
management and leadership skills. It has been 
estimated that British businesses will need 
1.9 million new managers by 2024.

So now is the time to step up to the plate; 
to assemble best practice as a guide for 
other organisations; to bring evidence into 
the discussion; and to deliver top-class 
training for tomorrow’s leaders. Otherwise, 
the next generation may fall through the 
same productivity trapdoor.

So let’s get started. B
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DON’T DO EVERYTHING 
YOURSELF; PUT YOURSELF 
AT THE CENTRE OF A NEXUS 
OF EXCELLENCE

THROUGH ALL OUR research, one message 
stood out: being a jack of all trades does not sit 
comfortably with high productivity. 

If you want to drive strong growth and value from 
a small employee base, it pays to be specialist and 
work in a niche market. Then find the right business 
partners to plug any gaps in your capability.

The Leisure Pass Group is a great example  
of such focus. To repeat its own company 
description, “The Leisure Pass Group is a 
sightseeing and tourism technology specialist, 
which develops and manages city passes in  
some of the world’s top destinations”. This is  
not some broad-based conglomerate. But it is 
tremendously successful at what it does. 

With only 16 employees, the company, based 
in London’s West End, is generating top-line 
revenues of just over £58 million. It’s tech-savvy 
and works in several international markets. It’s 
almost a blueprint for the kind of company that 
the UK needs to nurture. 

And, for CEO Darran Evans, it’s partnerships 
that are “at the heart” of Leisure Pass’s success. 
“We worked out what we did well and then 
partnered with other companies in order to 
sub-contract out work that they do well,” says 
Evans. “That has been an important part of our 
productivity. When we know what we do well, we 
have been able to leverage our skills into other 
markets internationally.” 

Leisure Pass operates city passes in London, 
Dublin, Paris, Vienna and Berlin. In other 
markets around the world, it has tweaked its 
model, offering web marketing solutions to other 
sightseeing city-card providers.

What marks out its partnership model is the 
depth of Leisure Pass’s relationships. 

“When you partner with companies, you have 
to create sturdy contracts, but the key is getting 
good long-term partners in, where you can go and 
run through the contract if you need to, but the 
reality is you get to know how each other works 
and you trust each other,” says Evans. 

It’s vital to keep lines of communications open 
and, in Evans’ words, to give your partners “an 
optic” on what is going to happen over the next 
year so there aren’t any surprises down the line. 

And, if something does go wrong, you need to 
be very transparent about it on both sides, he says. 
“Don’t engender a culture of people not telling you 
what they did wrong. No-one should get scared 
about raising an issue, because they know it is part 
of our learning cycle – you’ll get it right next time.” 

Indeed, this acceptance, that failure can be 
instructive, has been integral to the extraordinary 
innovation and productivity within the best new 
technology companies. 
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Darran Evans says strong 
partnerships with other 
firms lie at the root of the 
Leisure Pass Group’s success

GET THE INFRASTRUCTURE 
RIGHT, WHATEVER IT TAKES 
MOTABILITY OPERATIONS RUNS the Motability 
Scheme, which provides affordable and worry-free 
ways for people with disabilities to lease a vehicle – 
whether a car or scooter. It’s an organisation that’s 
grown steadily – in 2015 it accounted for more than 
10% of the total UK new-car market. Today it has 
more than 650,000 customers, with varying needs 
and disabilities, across the UK. Annual turnover is 
£2.9 billion. And this significant organisation is run 
with a relatively lean workforce of 830. 

None of this impressive productivity happened 
by accident. In recent years, Motability has taken  
a long, hard look at itself and its operations. 

Back in 2002, the company embarked on a four-
year cost-cutting programme aimed at boosting 
efficiency and customer-service levels. The results 
were striking: Motability reduced overheads 
per customer by 28% in real terms; customer-
satisfaction scores rose to 98%; and the number 
of vehicles available through the scheme with no 
advance payments has climbed to 490 from just 62.

Motability’s head of marketing, Delia Ray, says 
this new infrastructure was key to the long-term 
sustainability of the scheme, which reinvests all 
profits into improving the service for customers.

“The scale of the Motability Scheme enables us to 
leverage efficiencies, offering customers affordable 
mobility wherever they live and whatever their 
household circumstances,” she says. “We are highly 
cost-efficient, with tight management of costs such 
as insurance, overheads and depreciation, as well as 
being financially stable, with a prudent approach to 
risk management.

“We’re also proud of our strong relationships 
with suppliers, manufacturers and dealers. This 
means we can keep costs down and pass the savings 
to our customers.” B
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“WE WORKED 
OUT WHAT 

WE DID WELL 
AND THEN 

PARTNERED 
WITH OTHER 

COMPANIES ON 
WORK THAT 

THEY DO WELL”
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360 feedback
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360 feedback specialists

online. fast. simple.
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EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP 
CAN HELP
THERE’S A STRONG body of evidence that shows 
a connection between employee ownership and 
high performance. CMI’s 2016 study The MoralDNA 
of Employee-Owned Companies: Ownership Ethics and 
Performance found that nine in 10 people working 
in employee-owned companies described the 
leadership style as ‘high-performing’, ‘visionary’, 
‘democratic’ and ‘coaching’.

This is corroborated in this latest research. 
At Leisure Pass Group, long-term employees  

are rewarded with a stake in the company. Not  
only does this ensure staff are motivated to give 
their all, but Darran Evans insists it also helps 
improve retention.

“If you can create that bond between the 
company and the staff, not only do you incentivise 
people to do well, but you create a stability 
within that company because you maintain a core 
number of very competent, very good people. That 
has helped us in terms of productivity,” he says.

With this bond, you can trust people to 
prioritise and get things done, and you’ll know 
that they will put in the extra hours when an 
urgent project arises. And, equally, onto this solid 
framework you can introduce options such as 
flexible working. 

The flip side of having such aligned employees 
can be very costly, says Evans: “Staff turnover is 
often a hidden cost; you are constantly having to 
retrain staff to an acceptable level. Where you 
can identify good people, keep those good people 
and reward those good people. Then you create a 
virtuous circle.” 

(For more insights, read ‘12 ways to foster 
amazing employee engagement’ on page 49.)

EMPOWER YOUR PEOPLE 
TO ACHIEVE MIRACLES
ANESCO HELPS ORGANISATIONS to improve 
energy efficiency and drive carbon reduction. It’s 
twice been named the fastest-growing company 
in the UK, in 2013 and 2014. In its most recent 
accounts, Anesco hit a turnover of £213.7m with a 
mere 111 employees. By anyone’s measure, this is a 
highly productive business. 

For CEO Kevin Mouatt, it all boils down to 
creating an environment where people can “develop, 
grow, learn, enjoy, meet and beat their personal 
aspirations”. Dedication, drive and passion to make a 
difference are the qualities he nurtures. “We believe 
great companies are people-led companies,” he says.

Motability Operations measures its performance 
on employee engagement and satisfaction against 
the best-run companies every year. This year it 
outperformed the Towers Watson index of ‘High-
Performing Organisations’ in all 11 categories 
analysed. Unlike in many traditionally hierarchical 
businesses, employees are encouraged to get 
involved in company policy and direction, and to 
think commercially about key business decisions. 

Edinburgh-based veterinary buying group 
Vetcel also takes employee engagement and 
empowerment seriously, although it has an 
unconventional approach to monitoring it. While 
he was being interviewed by us, MD Chris Bainton 
called out to his office: “How empowered do you 
all feel?” Reaction was extremely positive...

On a serious note, Bainton insists that you’ve 
got to empower people to do their jobs. “There is 
absolutely no point in giving someone a title and 
no ability to do their job,” he says. 

He adds: “We are still small enough that we  
can have lively discourse and still stay friends.  
All points of view need to be considered.” B



All companies must listen 
to their customers to 
survive; listening intently 
and often is what sets Vetcel 
apart, says Chris Bainton
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BUILD A CUSTOMER-
DRIVEN STRUCTURE
VETERINARY BUYING COMPANY Vetcel  
offers a subscription service for its products and, 
until recently, required all members to physically 
attend at least one quarterly meeting every year  
to remain a member. 

The size of the organisation’s customer base 
has since grown so that this is impractical, 
but MD Chris Bainton’s team have turned to 
technology to maintain this customer-centricity.

“We now televise our meetings and broadcast 
them on our intranet, and we then get feedback 
from our members that way,” he says. “Our long-
term plans and objectives are influenced greatly 
by our members. We have a board that controls 
our strategy, surveys and meetings to ascertain 
what customers want from us, and it is the board’s 
job to distil that down to me, and it is my job to 
deliver that vision.”

This continuous listening and learning loop 
means Vetcel is constantly on top of what 
customers want. When the company does fail 
to deliver the optimum, says Bainton, “we have 
sufficiently close contact with our members to 
explain to them why we haven’t delivered the gold 
standard they have come to expect. The secret 
to our success is having two ears and one mouth, 
and using them accordingly.”

He adds: “Our success comes down to the fact 
that we are driven by our members, and they 
determine what it is that we do – and how we do it.”

Motability Operations is similarly tuned into 
its customers – so much so that it ditched its 
old interactive voice-recognition system so that 
customers could reach a real person more quickly 
when they called the contact centre. And it’s 
doubled the information available on its website. B

“THE SECRET TO 
OUR SUCCESS 

IS HAVING TWO 
EARS AND ONE 

MOUTH, AND 
USING THEM 

ACCORDINGLY”
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THINK LIKE A PLATFORM
PLATFORMS ARE THE most powerful force in 
the global economy. Trillions pass through them 
every day, as we describe in ‘The irresistible 
rise of the platform economy’ on page 44. While 
your organisation may never be an Amazon or a 
Facebook, you can learn from how they think. 

The Leisure Pass Group, like many effective 
companies, has established, developed and 
invested significantly in its own systems. It’s also 
close to its markets and so knows quickly whether 
it needs to make changes to those core systems. 

And, because the company can then sell those 
systems to third parties, there is a huge advantage 
to be gained. “When we are in our offices running 
passes for large cities, we can go to smaller cities 
and say: ‘These are the systems running cities like 
London, Paris and New York, and they could run 
your city,’” Evans says.

He observes: “We are a technology-centric 
company, but we don’t employ traditional IT 
people. We employ a lot of web marketers and 
people who run the systems interface with our 
partners, but we don’t employ technologists.

“Instead, we partner with those specialists 
and get them to develop systems on our behalf – 
leveraging our core competence with their core 
competence is what is important to us.”

Evans adds: “We are a very web-enabled 
company, and productivity can be accelerated 
through use of the web – if you get your 
proposition right. You can get it out to a global 
market and that does make a difference.”

HAVE A STRATEGY  
FOR POTENTIAL
IF YOU WANT to achieve less with more, you’ll 
need to recruit great people, and then engage and 
inspire them. That’s a given.

But you’ll also need a strategy that’s focused on 
your future talent and potential. 

Motability Operations, for example, has 
launched a graduate programme and a scholarship 
for students with disabilities, which means that 
it’s investing in future potential and giving itself a 
healthy pipeline of leadership talent.

“[Our graduate scheme] involves an intense 
18-month programme that includes rotations in a 
number of areas of the business,” says Delia Ray. 
After this period, graduates are expected to move 
into key line-management or specialist roles. 

The organisation also offers a scholarship 
programme that provides financial help and 
work experience to the most talented and highly 
motivated disabled students. Placements include 
mentoring and advice during both the work 
placement and academic year, and there is the 
chance of a permanent role on graduation.

“Through the recruitment and retention of the 
right people we can ensure this strong performance 
is sustained for the long term. We plan for the 
future by investing in the training and development 
of our people, and also through a comprehensive 
approach to succession planning,” says Ray.

“This helps to ensure we have the right people 
and skillsets to underpin our long-term success 
and sustainability,” she adds.
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THANKS

Thank you to Jordans for its 
data skills and helping us to 
identify this group of highly 
productive UK companies. 
www.jordans.co.uk

AND  
ONE  
FINAL 
THING...
When it comes down to 
it, productivity is also 
something that you 
wear on your sleeve. 
It’s a set of behaviours 
that are conveyed and 
reinforced every day by 
an organisation’s leaders. 
Yes, you should be in a 
healthy, growing market; 
of course you must have a 
robust strategy to meet that 
opportunity; and you’ll need 
the capital base to invest 
and grow.

But it’s also about getting 
on with it. 

For this research, we 
contacted dozens of 
companies whose financials 
indicated a productive 
culture. The companies 
featured here were happy 
to share their secrets and 
their culture. 

Some, however,  
were less keen to talk 
to us – for example, the 
West Midlands-based 
construction company that, 
on a top-line level, showed 
average per-capita output 
of several million pounds. 
When we contacted the 
company’s head office 
and asked to speak to a 
senior executive about 
its productivity levels, 
the person answering the 
phone said simply: “Oh, 
sorry, there’s no-one here 
for you to talk to; they’re all 
out working.” It’s a powerful 
lesson in itself. 

ENCOURAGE A  
LEARNING CULTURE
GOOGLE MAY HAVE parked its famous  
‘20% Time’ scheme, whereby employees were 
encouraged to devote 20% of their working hours 
to useful side projects, but, on a wider level, 
productive companies tend to see the value of 
continuous learning and questioning. The CEO 
of global lubricant business WD-40, Garry Ridge, 
recently told the Harvard Business Review: “One 
of my huge learning moments in life was getting 
comfortable with those three magic words: ‘I  
don’t know.’ 

“It’s great to hear people across the company, 
anywhere in the world, say ‘I just had a learning 
moment’, and share it with other people. Or 
to hear one of our people say [they need help], 
knowing they have permission to ask about 
something they need to know or learn. My 
dream is for this organisation to be viewed as a 
leadership-and-learning laboratory for business.”

At Leisure Pass Group, Darran Evans couldn’t 
agree more. “You need to have a learning 
environment, because people will make mistakes,” 
he says. “What I say to my team is: ‘Look, as long 
as you don’t make the same mistake twice, then 
I’m pretty comfortable.’ In an entrepreneurial 
environment, a company that is not making 
mistakes is not really going forward – you can’t 
grow without being prepared to make mistakes.”

“We don’t foster a prudent, conservative 
environment,” adds Evans. “It is entrepreneurial, 
but learning from mistakes is a big part of that.”
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Inspired by Professor Dan Isenberg, the world authority on 
entrepreneurial ecosystems, a new orthodoxy is emerging about 

Britain’s economic future, and it’s this: if you have lots of people starting 
companies, you can’t have lots of people growing companies. So stop 

encouraging startups and start thinking scale-ups
WORDS Stuart Rock

as a whole,” says Carolyn Fairbairn, 
director general of the CBI.

The potential collective impact of 
increasing their numbers by a single 
percentage point is enormous. That 
small turn of the dial could put 150,000 
new jobs in place by 2034, notes the 
Scale-up Report, and an additional 
£225bn towards UK GDP could be 
spread equally throughout the country.

Failure to scale
Yet the UK has lagged behind the US 
and other leading economies in the 
extent to which our companies scale 
up. Some of these companies struggle 
to grow in their home market; others 
to expand internationally. Some may 
be bought by overseas acquirers before 
reaching their full productive potential. 

“Britain does not have a startup 
problem; it has a growth problem,” says 
Professor Mark Hart at Aston University, 
who is also deputy director of the 
national Enterprise Research Centre.

The signs are that the UK is getting 
serious about addressing the problem. 

Business owners who have the ambition 
to grow are becoming the focus of 
political attention. The new minister 
for small business, Margot James, said 
recently that she wants to “focus a great 
deal of energy on those SMEs that have 
the capacity to grow”.

A substantial body of research 
literature and evidence is being compiled. 
In this magazine, you can read our 
latest insights into highly productive 
UK companies. And, for the past three 
years, the London Stock Exchange 
has published its annual list of 1,000 
Companies to Inspire Britain. This year, the 
innovation charity Nesta also published 
a report, Scaling Together, to identify 
best practice and top tips for eff ective 
collaboration between corporates 
and early-stage growth companies. 
Meanwhile, the business schools of 
Oxford and Cambridge Universities, 
convened by Barclays, have published 
a report on the fi nance and skills needs 
of high-growth companies. And the CBI 
has produced a study on the productivity 
lessons from this community; medium-
sized scaling businesses, it declared, 
“are the entrepreneurial heroes of the 
UK economy”.

Business schools and institutions are 
focusing more attention on programmes 
for growth businesses. (This was noted 
in the 2015 CMI report Growing Your 
Small Business.) The Goldman Sachs 
10,000 Small Businesses programme 
provides a solid management education 
for the owners and directors of growth-
minded businesses. (The profi le of 
the average participant company: at 

IN THE WAKE of the fi nancial crisis, the 
startup agenda had a galvanising eff ect 
on the UK economy. Since then, new 
business creation has been at historic 
highs. But, if the country is to keep its 
eyes on the long-term economic prize, 
then it’s time to move beyond startups. 

“Competitive advantage doesn’t go 
to the nations that focus on creating 
companies; it goes to nations that focus 
on scaling companies,” says Sherry 
Coutu, the entrepreneur and investor 
who was author of the infl uential Scale-
up Report, published in late 2014.

The OECD defi nition of a ‘scale-up 
company’ is one that is growing its 
sales or employee numbers by 20% per 
annum over a three-year period, and 
which started that period of growth 
with at least 10 employees. They are 
certainly not all young, gee-whizz tech 
companies. A scale-up can be of any 
age and in any sector. At present, it’s 
estimated that there are just north of 
10,000 scale-ups in the UK.

If startups create opportunities 
for many and help to foster a vital, 
wider spirit of entrepreneurship in 
society, it is scale-ups that create 
long-term competitive advantage, 
economic growth, jobs and productivity.

Such companies added roughly £60 
billion to the UK economy between 
2010-2013. In 2013, just 4% of fast-growth 
companies were responsible for nearly 
20% of productivity growth in the UK 
economy. And such highly productive 
fi rms are twice as common in the scale-
up community. “What matters to growth 
companies matters for the UK economy 

“Competitive 
advantage doesn’t go 

to the nations that 
focus on creating 

companies; it goes to 
nations that focus on 
scaling companies”
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least three years old, with a turnover 
of £1 million, and 10 employees.) 
Run through a network of university 
partners such as Aston Business 
School and Oxford’s Saïd Business 
School, the education programme 
for business owners has already seen 
1,000 ‘graduates’ through its doors. 
Within three years, 88% of participating 
companies increased revenues, and 90% 
grew net employment.

In terms of business support for these 
companies, all of England’s 4.7 million 
businesses are now covered by the 
‘growth hub network’. New initiatives 
such as the Mayor of London’s Go To 
Grow programme have been launched 
explicitly to provide peer-to-peer 
mentoring and expert advice for high-
growth London companies seeking to 
expand internationally. 

When it comes to raising capital, 
new institutions such as the Business 
Growth Fund (BGF) and the British 
Business Bank are focused on scale-ups. 
The five-year-old BGF will pass £1bn in 
committed investments this year.

All about the ecosystem 
However, the real challenge may be 
to stimulate every city and region 

to develop its own entrepreneurial 
ecosystem, in which all the players – 
companies, universities, local enterprise 
partnerships (LEPs), growth hubs, 
local government, large corporations, 
bankers and the advisory community – 
can interact positively and dynamically 
to drive local economic growth.

“A scale-up ecosystem is a culture 
that supports wealth creation and 
successful growth,” says Professor 
Dan Isenberg of Babson Executive 
Education and Columbia Business 
School. Twice this year, Isenberg has led 
his course in the UK, educating teams 
of local leaders about stimulating local 
economic growth. “It has many players, 
each of whom may be operating out of 
their own interests – but that is what 
makes an ecosystem work. A scale-up 
ecosystem is a culture that supports 
growth, which in turn addresses the 
different interests of a broad range  
of stakeholders.”

Such an environment means less 
emphasis on startups. “The best 
scale-up environment has a modicum 
of startups,” says Isenberg. “Just like 
doctors, teachers or scientists, startups 
are essential – but there is such a thing 
as having too many of them. It’s a law 

of physics. If you have lots of people 
starting companies, you can’t have lots 
of growing companies, partly because 
they compete for talent.”

The data suggests that most 
companies in the UK are not growing; 
many have no intention to grow 
significantly. That’s why identifying 
growing businesses is so important.

“Politicians say that small business 
is the backbone of the economy but, 
if you think that’s the case, go and see 
a chiropractor,” says Isenberg. “Small 
business per se is not an answer to 
prosperity: it’s growing businesses that 
are the backbone. They can be small 
or large, publicly quoted or family 
businesses, but, without growing 
businesses, you don’t have economic 
dynamism and the chance of growth 
and prosperity.”

On the ground, locally and politically, 
this agenda provides a striking new 

“Without growing 
businesses, you 
don’t have economic 
dynamism and the 
chance of growth  
and prosperity”

Professor Dan 
Isenberg (right)  

and Margot James 
MP (below) both 

know the value to 
the UK of high-

growth businesses
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challenge for LEPs and other local 
support networks. It challenges 
the norm, whereby the provision of 
business support has generally focused 
on assisting new enterprises – either 
through the encouragement of large 
inward investment projects or the 
creation of startups. This agenda, by 
contrast, is focused on improving the 
environment for growth for existing 
local companies. Such companies’ 
requirements – for capital, skills and 
management capabilities – are not 
only different from those of startups 
or inward investors but much more 
specific. They can’t be neatly defined  
by their size, age or sector.

In some parts of the country, there 
has been little communication with or 
knowledge of fast-growth companies. In 
some regions, they’re thin on the ground.

Equally, not all founders and leaders 
of fast-growth companies have the 
inclination or knowledge to engage 
with local business-support networks. 
While prepared to listen to their peers, 
business owners can be dismissive of 
officials who are ‘here to help’.

New bridges need to be built. How, 
for example, does a local economic-
development official in a medium-sized 
city start a conversation with a corporate 
executive who may be working with local 
high-growth companies?

Nurturing the ecosystem
Irene Graham is CEO of the ScaleUp 
Institute, the first organisation of 
its kind in the world, founded in 
late 2015. She says this driving of 
economic growth comes from all parties 
“leaning in and working together as an 
ecosystem”. At a local level, companies 
with the potential and ambition to grow 
rapidly have to be identified – and the 
environment that supports their growth 
has to be encouraged.

Take careful note. Any talk of 
designing an ecosystem is very wide 
of the mark. “An ecosystem is not a 
product that is built,” says Isenberg. 
It can have tangible elements – from 
working spaces to tax credits and grant 
finance – but an ecosystem is something 
that is cultivated, fostered, catalysed 
and stimulated. “It’s just as much about 
fuzzy things like culture, dialogue and 
alignment – for which nobody gets 
credit or reward – as it is about the 
hardware and the tools,” he says.

Isenberg also cautions against 
imitating or trying to identify a 
particular resource or stimulus that 
will catalyse an ecosystem. “Each 
environment is unique. You can get 
ideas from others but you have to use 

your own unique assets.” In particular, 
he warns, you’ll learn virtually nothing 
from studying Silicon Valley: “A century 
ago it was the prune capital of the 
world. What does that teach you about 
developing your own ecosystem – that 
you should start by growing prunes? 
There are extraordinarily few things 
that you can learn from the complexity 
of another ecosystem.” 

Developing an entrepreneurial 
ecosystem will also take time. In  
the best realistic scenario, it will take 
five to 10 years to stimulate growth 
in a region, observes Isenberg. But, 
in the short term, he adds, you can 
dramatically “change the dialogue”  
so that a region’s diverse influencers  
all “speak and share the language  
of growth”.

The challenge for the UK, of course, 
is the uncertainty of Brexit. Fast-
growth companies face enough risks 
without having to deal with additional 
barriers to finding the right staff or 
tougher access to markets. Getting the 
environment right for them has never 
been more important. 

AFTER STARTUPS: A NEW AGENDA FOR GROWTH

The Scale-up Report 
identified six key areas for 
attention. The first was a 
priority for government: 
to build up the evidence 
and data about scale-ups, 
and to make it available 
faster. After all, the needs 
of fast-growing companies 
can only be met if they 
can be identified quickly 
and efficiently by those 
who can help them.

Individual growth 
companies, on the other 
hand, face several key 
barriers: talent, leadership 
capability, access to 
customers, finance and 
infrastructure, in that order. 
The number-one issue 
is talent: finding people 
with the necessary skills. 
Many companies have 

problems here, and often 
have to recruit overseas.

The second challenge 
is building leadership 
capability. The management 
of fast growth, introducing 
new processes and 
organisational change at 
high speed, is tough. Many 
companies find it hard 
to develop their internal 
managerial and leadership 
talent without the right 
training and support. They 
also need to connect with 
and learn from leaders 
who have successfully 
scaled up a business.

The third challenge 
is access to customers. 
Barriers might be the cost 
and complexity of winning 
new contracts from large 
domestic customers or 

public agencies, or gaining 
regulatory approval 
for new products, or 
expanding internationally. 

Finance is the fourth 
issue, particularly when 
it comes to finding 
appropriate follow-
on capital. But, when 
compared to concerns 
surrounding talent and 
leadership development, 
it’s less significant.

The last area to be 
addressed is infrastructure. 
By their very nature, 
high-growth companies 
regularly butt up against 
physical restrictions. 
They outgrow their 
premises. They need better 
broadband capacity. Local 
infrastructure has to be able 
to meet their demands.

Stuart Rock was founding editor of Real Business 
and the ‘Business is Great’ campaignNA
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YOU AND YOUR lover plan a rendezvous – a secret picnic on 
the beach. They’ll bring Champagne, lobsters and an umbrella 
(this is an English picnic). Just meet them at Berrow beach in 
Somerset. Dress to impress.

Now here’s the snag. Berrow beach is the longest sandy 
beach in the country, stretching six miles. Hang around in 
the wrong spot and you’ll get marooned in the legendary 
mudflats, with a fast-incoming tide. Search for your picnic 
in that zone and your paramour will discover the reasons for 
your absence in the obituary columns.

Fortunately for your love life, a brilliant startup has a 
solution. What3words (w3w) chops the world into a grid of 
squares three metres by three metres. Each of the 57 trillion 
squares has three words as an identifier. Words, after all, are 
more memorable than a string of digits. So you can arrange 
to meet at ‘vampire.crucially.soggy’, near the lighthouse. 
It’s next to ‘visitors.hiked.marathons’. With the app on your 
phone you can navigate to precisely the right spot. Phew!

W3w is more than a frivolous tool for Casanovas. It promises 
to bring accurate navigation to the world, three-quarters 
of which suffers from poor addressing systems. Mongolia’s 
national postal service recently adopted the w3w system for 
national addresses. UN disaster-response teams use it. Courier 
firm Direct Today reduced missed deliveries by 83% by adding 
a w3w tag to the address. It’s clearly a great idea. But the 
second stroke of genius is how the founders are developing 
w3w: they’ve relinquished control and turned it into an open 
platform. Anyone can download the developer kit and create 
new products on the platform.

“We initially developed as a consumer-facing proposition, 
but the investment and effort required to generate mass 
adoption was huge,” recalls Giles Rhys Jones, chief marketing 
officer at w3w. “We realised that, to scale our idea, we needed 
to work with partners – specifically those businesses and 
organisations that could benefit from better addressing, such 
as logistics, post, aid, humanitarian, travel and navigation.” B

 The irresistible rise of the 

PLATFORM ECONOMY

You can’t compete with the giant 
industry-munching digital platforms. 
Instead, get to grips with what they 
mean for your line of work

WORDS Charles Orton-Jones
ILLUSTRATIONS Giovanna Giuliano
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ME AND MY PLATFORM:
THE STORY OF GELATO

Henrik Müller-Hansen is the founder of Gelato, a 
platform that matches companies with a printing 
job to local printers with spare capacity.

“I have a corporate background and was 
CEO of Tele2 Norway, a $500m telecoms 
company, before starting Gelato,” he says. 

“My wife and I sold our apartment and, using 
our savings, I started the business in 2007.

“Tele2’s approach was to never own any fixed 
assets. I looked at printing and knew that the 
approach could work even better in that industry. 
There are 400,000 printers around the world, 
so plenty of asset owners to work with.

“Our approach is unique, because we don’t own 
any high-end print machines but instead connect 
them with our software platform and distribution 
network. The Gelato platform collects orders; sorts 
them by format and where they need to be shipped 
to; and sends them to the print houses closest to 
where the materials are actually needed. Print houses 
get to meet orders they couldn’t before and make 
use of idle machine time in true sharing-economy 
style. We focus on the environmental benefits of 
local, on-demand printing and on shortening delivery 
time to 48 hours. For example, Zehnder Group, a 
global manufacturer, cut its CO2 emissions from 
transporting prints by 87% by using the platform.

“We were most recently valued at £122m and 
have attracted a team of over 100 people from all 
over the world, which is quite a change from when 
I was packaging deliveries from an office with no 
toilet and flyering around local cafés at the start.

“As the business has grown, so too have our 
offices, clients and team. But our strategy has 
remained the same from the very beginning: 
to never invest in assets, but to connect via 
the software platform we’ve developed.”

As a platform, the technology can be adopted by thousands 
of organisations. Each partner pays a fee to participate (it’s 
always free to consumers), but that’s the only limitation.

Becoming a platform was an obvious choice. Platforms 
are the dominant business model of our age. Taxi app Uber 
is a platform. Suppliers (drivers) use it to reach consumers 
(passengers). Google, Amazon, eBay, Alibaba, Salesforce and 
Facebook are platforms. Platforms are open venues where 
vendors can meet consumers. And third parties can develop 
content for the platform.

Facebook is a great example. Mark Zuckerberg hosts a 
convenient place for friends to chat, share photos and stalk 
each other. All content is user-created. It means the overheads 
are low. And the business can scale without limit. Indeed, in 
2015 Silicon Valley hosted 44 platforms with a combined value 
of $2.2 trillion, according to the Center for Global Enterprise.

The platform model is so attractive that it is reshaping even 
the most traditional of industries. Banking, say, is now moving 
to a platform model. Lenders such as Zopa and RateSetter 
connect savers with borrowers, allowing them to arrange loans 
through a platform. And MarketInvoice connects businesses 
with cash-flow problems to investors who buy their invoices. 

The platform craze is also expanding to wonderful niches: 
JustPark connects drivers with owners of empty parking 
spots. And BorrowMyDoggy matches dog owners with  
people who fancy part-time ownership of a mutt.

What it all means
The rise of platforms has big implications. In macro terms, it’s 
changing the structure of the UK economy. Platforms make it 
easier to do business. So we’re seeing a boom in the number 
of small businesses using platforms to trade. Think of all those 

eBay vendors selling iPad accessories 
from their garage. In 1975 only 8.7% of 
the workforce was self-employed. By 
2008 the figure was 12%, and it’s 16% 
today. Self-employment may soon 
overtake public-sector employment.

The young are particularly 
enthusiastic. Research by freelancer-
placement company PeoplePerHour 
found that the number of student-

founded startups was up by 42% in 2015, compared to 2014. 
The Centre for Entrepreneurs says the number of startups 
has increased by about a third since 2011.

Platforms are also changing the way business is conducted.  
W3w is changing how deliveries are made. Uber is changing 
the way we think about car ownership. And the accountancy 
world is being reinvented by platforms. Software used by 
accountants is being remodelled as platforms, hosted in the 
cloud, and boosted by hundreds of add-ons. Sage, Xero and 
Exact are all embracing this philosophy.

For example, Exact has an app store, much like Apple’s App 
Store. Accountants using the platform can download add-
ons to cover everything from payroll to point-of-sale. Out 
go boring duties such as scanning invoices and data entry. 
Instead accountants use their accounts platform to automate 
their business. It means they can handle far more clients, and 
operate as consultants, rather than number crunchers. 

“The old model of entrepreneurs handing over a box  
of invoices to their accountants is going to disappear,”  
says Erich Schnoeckel, manager of Exact’s accountancy 
partner programme.

Platforms are 
changing the 

structure of the 
UK economy
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The Exact platform offers apps for 
pretty much any activity. There are  
at least 10 that focus on time and  
billing. “No two people are alike,” says 
Schnoeckel. “Some prefer one app, 
and others another.” He adds that 
the integrated app-based approach is 
mandatory from the client’s perspective 
too. “This meets the entrepreneur’s need 
for real-time information,” he says.

Marketing software is going through the 
same transition. Just look at the rise of 
Salesforce, the biggest supplier of software 
to salespeople. Salesforce was the pioneer of a platform with 
an app store – its AppExchange launched before Apple’s App 
Store. The move turned Salesforce’s customer-relationship-
management software into something so versatile that it’s 
now more akin to an operating system.

Today, Salesforce has 3,026 apps, with almost four million 
installs (a single install can service hundreds of users). 
Creating apps for Salesforce is an industry in itself. The 
Dreamforce developer conference in San Francisco  
this October will feature U2 and Bill Gates’ wife, Melinda,  
as a keynote speaker, and will attract 25,000 developers.

In fact, the Salesforce platform is so advanced that there  
is a sub-marketplace called Lightning for app-builders to 
trade code and components for building apps.

The question managers need to ask is: what platforms 
can help me do my job better? Can a data platform such as 
Amazon Web Services cut capital expenditure? Can a freelancer 
platform such as PeoplePerHour reduce hiring costs?

Where fortunes are made
Perhaps the most arresting feature of the platform economy 
is the sheer dominance of the top dogs. The minicab world 
used to be an open field, with Addison Lee competing 
with hundreds of local and national brands. Now? Uber is 
crushing the opposition. The ‘network effect’ means that the 
bigger a platform gets, the more effective it becomes. Uber 
is the number-one app, so it’s the default choice for drivers 
and passengers. A tiny edge mutates into a monopoly. The 
number of new taxi companies registered in 2015 was 65% 
lower than the year before. Uber now accounts for a fifth of 
all taxi and private-hire drivers in London. 

It’s the same story with Airbnb. It started 
slowly. Co-founder Brian Chesky admits he 
launched it three times in 2008, just to get 
it noticed. But, as property owners signed 
up, it became exponentially more attractive. 
Airbnb rose up Google’s search rankings, 
and the higher it rose, the more traffic it 
sucked in. The more properties it listed, 
the more it became the default destination 
for travellers. Today, Airbnb has 1.5 million 
properties and is valued at $30 billion. Good 
luck to anyone trying to compete.

Industries such as newspapers are 
struggling to handle the challenge from 

platforms. Arianna Huffington founded The Huffington Post with 
the idea of asking contributors to write for nothing. Bloggers, 
writers, brand managers and politicians would be happy to 
promote their views without remuneration, she thought. In 
2011 she had 10,000 contributors, and sold the The Huffington 
Post for $315 million. By contrast, The Guardian lost £69m in the 
past financial year. 

Sceptics aren’t happy. They say the dominance of platforms 
leads to riches for an elite, and misery for the masses. Vendors, 
in particular, face fierce competition when using a platform.

“There is a darker side,” says Steve Chasan, an entrepreneur 
who sells organic beauty products. His site, Ecohip, sells direct 
but also uses eBay and Amazon. “We were forced to join to sell 
our products. You are under pressure to win the Amazon Buy 
Box. We use software to undercut our competitors by a penny. 
It means you sell for no margin. It is very painful.

“I can tell you some horror stories about eBay. You are a slave 
to the reviews. A rival can buy your products for a pound, write 
bad reviews, and get you pulled off eBay. I think anything that 
gets too big and hurts smaller companies is not a good thing.”

Mobile app-makers live in a world ruled by the duopoly: 
Apple’s App Store and Google Play. Matt Hunt, chief executive 
of Apadmi Enterprise, which makes apps for the likes of the 
BBC and The Guardian, says: “You give away 30% of your 
revenue. There isn’t a choice. De facto it goes through Apple’s 
store or Google’s store.”

Get blacklisted, or have an app delayed at the approval stage, 
and you’ll be in trouble.

Cheerfully, Hunt urges businesses to look on the bright side. 
These platforms bring hundreds of millions of consumers 
to one place. App-builders use platforms to trade code, 
accelerating development times. Innovation is exploding as 
a result. “You are standing on the shoulders of giants,” says 
Hunt. “It’s about how you take advantage of these platforms.”

This is the age of platforms. The winners will engage and 
adapt. And the losers? They will be lost on the mudflats. With 
the tide coming in fast. 

The bigger 
a platform 
gets, the more 
effective it 
becomes. A tiny 
edge mutates 
into a monopoly

PLATFORMS: HOW MUCH?!

• Airbnb owns no hotels, yet 
is valued at $30bn, more 
than Marriott at $18.5bn 
and Hilton at $24bn.

• Instagram was sold to 
Facebook for $1bn, with no 
revenue and 13 staff, two 
years after it was founded.

• The App Store’s gross 
lifetime revenue passed 
$71bn in June 2016, giving 
Apple a $21bn cut.

• Alibaba, the B2B and B2C 
listing site, is worth $210bn.

• Google Android was running 
on 80.7% of smartphones 
sold in Q4 2015, compared 
to 17.7% for Apple iOS.

• Nucleus Commercial 
Finance, a P2P lending 
platform, broke the British 
crowdfunding record in 
July 2016, with £14.5m lent 
to Industrial Metal Services.

• BorrowMyDoggy was 
founded in 2012, and now 
has 300,000 members 
in the UK and Ireland.
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1 Do your homework
If you think your employees aren’t truly 
engaged, you’re not alone. A recent survey 

of more than 12,000 individuals, commissioned by 
Steelcase and conducted by Ipsos, found that over a 
third of workers in 17 of the world’s most important 
economies were disengaged. Another third were 
somewhere in the middle, “not working against 
their companies but not driving better business 
results either”. In other words, a truly engaged 
workforce will be a source of real advantage.

 The business case for employee engagement was 
set out in the Macleod Report, published in 2009. It 
remains a bedrock document. Picked up by David 
Cameron early in his premiership, it led to the 
formation of a task force to raise awareness and 
shine a light on good practice, and to the ‘Engage 
for Success’ website, which contains a wealth of 
resources related to engagement.

 

2 Employee engagement starts  
– and finishes – with culture
A healthy corporate culture is the breeding 

ground for high engagement. Take London-based 
digital-marketing firm MVF, founded in 2009 by 
five men in a basement. Today, it employs more 
than 300 people and has opened an office in Austin, 
Texas. This high-growth business uses proprietary 
technology, analytics and in-house digital-marketing 
smarts to generate leads and source new customers 
for top consumer and business brands.

 From the get-go, the founders obsessed about 
culture and values. “In a startup, the culture is 
inherent in the way the founding group talk to each 
other, how they interact, and how they deal with 
their customers. It’s an innate set of values – it’s 
how the founders are,” says CEO and co-founder 
Titus Sharpe (pictured below, front and centre).  
“As you grow, you have got to work out those values. 
When you are not all sitting in one room together, 
you have to codify them as a set.

W
E ALL KNOW what an engaged workforce  
looks and feels like. It’s in the air. You pick up  
its distinctive hum from the moment you enter 
the office, factory or workspace. It’s in the way 
you’re greeted on the telephone, or receive a 
delivery, or have a query answered. There’s a 
crackle of commitment and enjoyment. Pride  
in the organisation is evident.

 Dig further and actually talk to people, and 
you’ll find that an engaged workforce is not just 
loyal but also full of great advocates: everyone 
knows their organisation’s mission, what it’s 
trying to do and how well it’s doing. You hear 
inspiring stories about employees going the  
extra mile for colleagues and customers. You 
hear about improvements across a slew of key 
performance indicators. And you leave feeling 
that you could work there. 

It’s not just the sense of job satisfaction, or  
the organisational commitment, or the sense  
of empowerment – it’s a heady combination of 
all three.

 But this is not alchemy. And it’s not a state 
that can only be achieved by other organisations.

 Employee engagement can be measured; it 
can be correlated with performance; and it varies 
from poor to great. You can’t force people to 
engage. But you can create an environment  
that makes people want to engage.
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 “We looked at several people in MVF and what 
they did differently to make them successful,” he 
continues. “We then distilled those findings to come 
up with our seven values. It’s absolutely central that 
everyone is clear about these core values – how they 
can embody them, and how these values contribute 
to our overall vision. We now hold to them for 
our hiring and promotion decisions. We 
award ‘employee of the month’ by values 
not deliverables. I talk about our values 
at every single town-hall meeting.”

 

3Make the work matter
Organisations that operate 
at the pinnacle of their 

profession will have highly engaged 
staff. Being the best at something – 
whether making high-performance 
engines or teaching receptive 
students – can’t fail to be exciting. 

 But what matters most is whether 
there’s a purpose – there has to be a 
cause. “If you want people to be engaged, be 
worth engaging with,” says Nigel Girling, a key 
member of the Engage for Success movement.

 The work doesn’t need to be visionary. It can be 
mending drains. HomeServe, which provides home-
assistance and repair services, faced an existential 
crisis in the wake of a mis-selling scandal that 
emerged in 2011. It was a crisis that the company 
did not let go to waste.

 From that low point, when many staff simply 
couldn’t say what HomeServe did, a real sense 
of mission has been enshrined. Today, 95% of 
HomeServe employees say that what they do 
matters to people’s lives. “We had to create an 
environment where people knew what to do and 

why they were doing it,” recalls chief marketing 
officer Greg Reed. “We involved our people 

in creating our customer and people 
values, meaning they have ownership  

of what we are trying to achieve.”
 

4 Be visible in your leadership
“You don’t need to have a 
charismatic leader,” says  

Girling. “You just need someone 
who can articulate what the 
organisation is trying to achieve.”

 And stay close. Don’t build barriers, 
physical or otherwise. HomeServe 

Membership CEO Martin Bennett was 
identified as one of the highest-rated 

CEOs in the UK, after receiving a 95% 
approval rating on careers website Glassdoor, 

based on anonymous and voluntary reviews posted 
by current and former employees. He sits in the 
company contact centre and goes on customer calls 
with HomeServe engineers every month.

 

5 Talk – a lot
Open, honest communication is the fuel of 
highly engaged companies. “You can never 

communicate too much,” says Reed. Highly engaged 
companies communicate all they can, whenever 
they can, through whatever channels they have. 
And they create new channels: last year HomeServe 
launched an internal TV show, Big Red Sofa, which 
is broadcast live every two weeks. HomeServe takes 
the time to give regular updates on the business 
strategy and the company’s values.

“Engaged staff tend to work in organisations 
that support two-way communication,” says the 
Steelcase survey. “Real-time information about the 
company is available and people are able to freely 
express their ideas.”

 

6 Be part of an honest conversation
Websites such as Glassdoor cannot be 
ignored. But it’s easy to get hung up on 

negative reviews. Company founders, in particular, 
can take comments very personally. They shouldn’t.

 “An engaged company will listen and 
understand,” says Joe Wiggins, Glassdoor’s head  
of communications. “We are seeing reputation 
levels rise dramatically among those companies 
that are active users.”

 At HomeServe, Greg Reed says that the company 
encourages its staff to use Glassdoor. He goes so far 
as to include recent Glassdoor reviews in his weekly 
communications. “When issues appear in Glassdoor 
comments, we can act on them,” he says. “For B

Awaydays and 
fitness clubs are 
key ingredients for 
high engagement 
among MVF’s  
tight-knit, young 
workforce
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it to work, you have to ask your people to go on it. 
People do Google your company before they decide 
whether to apply for a job. The site is now our 
digital recruitment front door.”

 

7 Tell good stories
Stories create emotional connections. “A 
story should be the living embodiment of the 

purpose and promise underpinning the company, 
one that grows over time but fundamentally never 
strays too far from the founding principles,” says 
Michael Hayman, co-founder of the Seven Hills PR 
agency and co-author of Mission: How the Best in 
Business Break Through. “It is the manifestation and 
articulation of the purpose that binds employees 
and consumers alike to a successful brand. Without 
narrative, customer loyalty, financial drive and 
employee motivation are all at risk.” 

The classic storyteller is Richard Branson. He is 
the story of Virgin. He embodies the culture and 
approach of the company. Of course, few can match 
him for colour, flamboyance or longevity, but every 
organisation needs narratives like those offered by 
Branson, and they must be told and retold.

 For the avoidance of doubt, ‘increasing 
shareholder returns’ is not a story.

8 Know and trust your staff
Engagement and empowerment are 
inextricably bound. “You must have leaders 

who trust their people and let them know that  
they are trusted,” says Girling. “Leaders must 
enable, rather than prevent.”

 At HomeServe’s nadir in 2011, only 22% of 
staff trusted the senior managers, recalls Reed. 
Today, that figure stands at over 90%. As trust 
has increased, so too has the quality of work. 
HomeServe conducts 75,000 repairs per month; in 
2010, it received 86 Trading Standards complaints 
per month, but now it is four or fewer. And this is 
not the result of a complete change in personnel – 
80% of today’s HomeServe workforce were there in 
the dark days. The philosophy is simple: HomeServe 
believes that, if its people are happy, they will take 
care of their customers and the rest will take care 

of itself. Today, the business is back in growth, with 
2.2 million customers, and it is the ‘most improved 
company in the UK for customer satisfaction in 
the services sector’, according to the Institute of 
Customer Service. HomeServe’s latest staff survey 
also shows a 28% uplift in engagement, to 84%, up 
from 56% during the crisis.

There’s another aspect to knowing your staff. 
MVF’s Titus Sharpe has a background in artificial 
intelligence. He’s fascinated by the application of 
data to recruitment. “We’re an incredibly data-driven 
company. To scale, we need to build data around 
every single process in HR to give us great people 
analytics. We’ll be using technology to tell us which 
people are more likely to be successful hires, and 
who will be the next to resign.” So the algorithms of 
engagement are in place, if you want to use them.

9Wage constant war against silos
“As our business scales, we have to come 
up with more ideas to break down silos or 

prevent them developing,” says Sharpe. This has 
become even more important since the company 
moved its office to a Victorian piano factory with 
several floors, thick walls and mighty iron doors. 
It’s a beautiful conversion but it would be easy for 
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HomeServe’s Greg 
Reed (bottom) 
says open, frank 
communication 
helps to keep staff 
engaged, from 
engineers to those 
in the call centre. It’s 
this philosophy that 
underpins the Big 
Red Sofa broadcasts

Stuart Rock is 
founding editor of 
Real Business, the 
UK’s first magazine  
for entrepreneurs, 
and the ‘Business  
is Great’ campaign

 “There was a young engineer who came to 
fix the drains of a house occupied by a 95-year-
old man,” recalls Reed. “During his visit, the 
engineer learned that the hot water had not been 
functioning for years. The kitchen kettle had been 
his only source of hot water. What should our 
engineer do? Simply do the work as set out by  
our terms and conditions and then leave?”

 HomeServe’s answer is Customer First, a forum 
held every morning via videoconference. Anybody 
can participate. Funds are available to help solve 
the customer issues brought to the forum. In this 
case, HomeServe bought the necessary equipment 
for the pensioner and the young engineer installed 
it voluntarily on a weekend. “Customer First is 
now part of the fabric of our business and it allows 
our people to really own the customer experience,” 
says Reed. “It means that our people can take 
other courses of action when ‘computer says no’. 
This is now such a integral part of HomeServe that 
it has become ‘just what we do’ here.”

12 Do have fun
When Jess Laporte and her MVF 
colleagues first saw fitness trainer Rory 

James working out in a nearby park, they thought 
it would be good to get him involved as a personal 

trainer for the company. She put together 
her case, which was assessed on how it 

would build engagement and benefit 
the business. James was soon running 

two classes per week. The target was 
to “get fit for Ibiza” – the whole 
company was due to travel there as a 
result of hitting key annual targets.

 MVF is packed full of twenty- 
and thirty-somethings, working 
principally from a single site. As 
perks, having a range of sports clubs 
and providing free breakfasts fits the 

culture. HomeServe, however, prefers 
to bring its people together for music 

festivals and Halloween celebrations.

 

 

And just one more thing... 
Engagement is measurable, but measurement is not 
enough. Too many firms, says Girling, simply look 
for upticks in their engagement scores. “You can 
get better at asking questions but that doesn’t lead 
to an improvement in engagement,” he says. Worse, 
he adds, the engagement score becomes a simple 
metric. “Greater engagement creates significant 
and sustainable improvement in performance.  
It can’t be reduced to sickness and absence.”

 There is no single model for amazing employee 
engagement. You must build your own. But you 
have to start with a real belief that it is your staff 
who are central to your business’s success. If 
workers are viewed chiefly as a cost on the balance 
sheet, all the perks, benefits and newsletters in  
the world will not genuinely engage them. 

people in one department never to see those  
in another.

 So Sharpe and his team are relentless in finding 
ways to keep internal engagement levels high. “If 
someone wants to do anything – a tournament, 
a club, an event – that involves a group of people 
from across the business, we’ll fund it,” he says. 

10 Use technology imaginatively
“The vast majority” of participants 
in Steelcase’s survey said their 

companies provided “twice as much fixed 
technology versus mobile options 
for work”. In other words, staff are 
tethered. Some jobs require people 
to be at their desk most of the time, 
but, given the changes in how 
people work, it’s worth considering 
whether your workplace and 
technology strategies are aligned.

 For the new generation of 
digitally native companies, the 
enterprise social network Slack 
is the platform of choice to enable 
employees to chat about work, share 
projects and store conversations. It 
provides a glue that holds employees 
together. “As a technology solution, it has 
been phenomenal,” says Sharpe. “We’ve used it 
for 18 months now and it has been game-changing 
for us. It’s a brilliant way to share knowledge in 
real time.”

 

11 Don’t let the system rule
“Discretionary effort does not happen 
unless people have freedom to think  

and act,” observes Girling. Too often, that 
freedom is sacrificed on the altar of process and 
consistency. An engaged business creates the 
culture and the systems that enable individual 
employees to respond flexibly and imaginatively, 
rather than simply going by the rules.

 Every day, HomeServe engineers and call-centre 
representatives find themselves dealing with the 
highly personal circumstances of their customers.
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The future norms of management are being hatched in China, India, 
the Gulf states, Germany, Japan and Scandinavia, not in good 

old Anglophonia. Time to get out more

WORDS Simon Caulkin  ILLUSTR ATIONS Radio
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US business no 
longer bestrides 
the globe 
unchallenged

It’s
hard to admit, but Trump and Brexit may have 
done us a favour. By bringing to a juddering 
end nearly a decade of denial, these devastating 
aftershocks of the 2008 fi nancial crash destroy any 
lingering illusion of a return to business as usual. 

In the public mind, it’s business as usual that’s the 
problem. Shareholder returns have soared, but in 
real terms the US middle class hasn’t had a pay rise 
since the 1980s, while the UK ranks with Portugal 
and Greece as the only OECD countries where the 
median wage is yet to return to pre-crisis levels. And 
employment is shifting from career to job to project 
to gig. After 40 years, it’s clear that Anglo-Saxon 
capitalism – aka the US-UK management model – 
is unfi t for keeping most people in jobs, pensions, 
shelter and security. Full-time work is no longer 
even a reliable route out of poverty.

In terms of power, US 
business no longer bestrides 
the globe unchallenged. The 
rise of China, India and other 
Asian economies certainly 
hasn’t occurred through 
inferior management. 
Capital today resides in 
Middle East and Chinese 
sovereign wealth funds. 
Manufacturing prowess is shared with Japan, Korea, 
China, Germany and even the UK. India is the 
world’s software champion, and Israel the master 
of innovation. Northern Europe’s social democratic 
economies rest on foundations of distinctive 
corporate governance arrangements. 

As their companies muscle onto the world stage, 
these countries are developing the confi dence to 
assert their own ways of working, notes Professor 
Julian Birkinshaw at London Business School (LBS). 
Not all of their experiences are transferable, at least 
in the short term, but all provide lessons to absorb. 

So what do emerging alternative management 
approaches look like? Predictably, they off er a 
contrast to the shareholder-driven, hierarchically 
managed, effi  ciency-obsessed Anglo-Saxon model. 
They’re more likely to stress continuity and the long 
view, the collective as opposed to the individual, 
relationships over transactions, and loyalty over 
performance. Like Peter Drucker (“Profi t is the cost 
of survival”), they view profi t as a means, not an end. 
Indeed, shareholders are not uppermost in these 
managers’ minds. Here are some of the places where 
the future of management is taking shape. * F
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INDIA
Indians have long been quietly infl uential in 
management, both in the academy (Rakesh 
Khurana’s defi nitive history of business schools; 
Nitin Nohria, dean of Harvard Business School; 
the late Sumantra Ghoshal at LBS) and in practice. 
Indians run or are very high up in a striking 
number of large US tech and other companies 
(Google, Microsoft, Oracle and Pepsi); Indian 
software service companies and outsourcers 
are world leaders (Infosys, Wipro and HCL 
Technologies). Indians “think in English and act 
in Indian”, a prominent executive told the 
authors of The India Way, which suggests reasons 
for India’s success. English thought is refl ected 
in a focus on performance, but it goes with a 
more holistic Indian view of the importance of 
employees and their development – Infosys, 
for example, made a strategic bet on putting 
employees fi rst and customers second. 

Juggling volatile business conditions, red 
tape and meagre resources, Indian managers 
have developed an enviable ability to adapt and 
improvise almost in real time, summed up in the 
Hindi term ‘jugaad’ (roughly, ‘frugal innovation’) 
– the idea behind CMI’s Management Book of 
the Year in 2016.* Indian managers are adept at 
devising products and services for demanding 
consumers of modest means – for example, 
the Tata Nano car. Finally, drawing on ancient 
cultural traditions, Indian leaders’ sense of 
mission and purpose includes societal, as well 
as material, progress. 

UK business sat up with a start when Tata 
Motors had the temerity to buy Jaguar and Land 
Rover from Ford in 2008. In the event, the British 
heritage marques have fl ourished spectacularly 
under the Indian group’s ownership – further 
proof that there’s nothing wrong with British 
workmanship that superior long-term (that is, 
foreign) governance can’t cure.
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GULF STATES
Perhaps the most surprising new candidates for 
Western management scrutiny are the Gulf states. 
Gulf Arab management is often dismissed by 
Westerners as opaque, ineffi  cient, nepotistic and 
arbitrary – the very opposite of ‘best practice’. But 
more culturally attuned commentators respect a 
Gulf Arab leadership style (GALS) that appears to 
achieve many of the outcomes that are more talked 
about than realised in the West. Such methods 
might individually seem baffl  ing but are “perfectly 
internally consistent”, says Professor William Scott-
Jackson of Oxford Strategic Consulting, which has 
worked with many companies in the region.

As in China, values and cause and eff ect are 
reversed: engagement, loyalty, stable relationships, 
reputation and continuity are the drivers that in 
good time result in profi ts and success generally. 
From these values derive habits and practices that 
drive Westerners crazy.

Relationships, say, trump money. So a deal might 
go through on the nod if the relationship is strong; if 
it isn’t, there could be lengthy delay or the deal may 
not happen at all, however profi table. Similarly, the 
‘cavalier’ Gulf attitude to time isn’t because time 
doesn’t matter but because “GALS treasures time 
and so doesn’t want to waste it in pointless meetings 
and uninteresting events”, notes Scott-Jackson.

Long-standing meetings may be elbowed out 
by something more important on the day. “Our 
priorities drive our time, while, for you, the timings 
seem to drive your priorities,” one executive told 
Scott-Jackson. The large pools of managers without 
clearly defi ned functions or seemingly much to do in 
many Gulf organisations – shocking to Westerners 
– are there to smooth relationships and react to 
changing circumstances on the ground. And so on. 

“We in the West have much to learn about 
building long-term, high-engagement companies,” 
sums up Scott-Jackson. One of the weaknesses of 
Gulf Arab management is that the traditional ‘father 
of the family’ leadership style is less eff ective in 
middle management, but that is being addressed by 
grafting on modern project-management techniques. 
More insidious, ironically, may be the temptation to 
import Western performance-management and HR 
practices that undermine the overall culture and, in 
some cases, may make performance worse.

CHINA
No-one has yet written an equivalent ‘The China 
Way’, but, suggests LBS’s Birkinshaw, one won’t 
be long coming. Chinese companies are now full 
members of the global corporate elite. Lenovo 
snapped up IBM’s PC and later its server business; 
Haier, the world’s largest white-goods manufacturer, 
bought GE’s appliance company; and – sign of the 
times – Uber sold its China business to domestic 
rival Didi Chuxing. Alibaba is the world’s largest B2B 
auction site; it and other internet and telecom giants 
(Tencent and Huawei) are emphatically not the low-
tech copyists that they were initially taken for. 

For management sophistication, try Haier, 
which has taken decentralisation to unprecedented 
lengths, breaking itself up into 2,000 family-like 
business units at the level of the team. Its CEO is a 
confi dent performer at management conferences, 
describing how and why he has set up this system.

Cultural theorists Charles Hampden-Turner and 
Fons Trompenaars believe that such companies 
owe their success to ignoring Western advice and 
plotting a distinctively Chinese course. Their genius, 
they posit, has been to integrate elements that, to 
the West, are opposites – so apparent oxymorons 
like ‘one nation, two systems’ and market-driven 
socialism make perfect sense in the context.

Crucial to the emerging Chinese management 
style was the return of the overseas Chinese 
diaspora after 1979, unleashing a surge of suppressed 
domestic entrepreneurial vigour that’s at the heart 
of corporate, as well as individual, performance. It’s 
this drive that underpins what George Yip and Bruce 
McKern describe in China’s Next Strategic Advantage: 
From Imitation to Innovation. A tight focus on local 
customers, incremental innovation, ‘good enough’ 
standards, rapid trial and error, fl uid processes and 
instant deployment of hard-working employees 
are the keys to China’s increasingly impressive 
innovation performance, they believe.

Interestingly, as the Washington Consensus 
fades, a ‘Beijing Consensus’ is being mooted around 
the idea of an entrepreneurial state marrying 
Western self-interest with networked family-
style relationships and incentives to work for the 
common good. Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars 
see the Chinese on the verge of becoming “the 
best business practitioners in the world”.
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GERMANY
Other sources of management inspiration lie 
hidden in plain sight – for instance, the German 
Mittelstand, and the ‘hidden champions’ identifi ed 
by Professor Hermann Simon of consultancy 
Simon-Kucher & Partners. Of 2,800 worldwide 
hidden champions charted by Simon – defi ned as 
being in the top three in their global market or 
number one on their continent, having less than 
$5 billion in revenues and being little known to the 
public – nearly half are German. In the past decade 
German hidden champions have created a million 
new jobs, increased market share and surfed an 
unparalleled wave of innovation.

What do they do diff erently from large, 
conventional companies? Almost everything, says 
Simon. They set themselves dauntingly high growth 
targets; focus religiously on their niches; globalise; 
innovate (generating fi ve times more patents per 
employee than larger companies); stick to their 
customers like glue; benefi t from high staff  loyalty 
and minimal turnover; and display leadership that is 
ruthless on principles but fl exible in practice.

Hidden champions don’t outsource 
manufacturing, are massively export-led and 
encourage workforce participation. Overwhelmingly 
family-owned and self-fi nancing, they promote 
women to top jobs and benefi t from remarkable 
continuity: the average CEO tenure is 20 years, 
compared with six in larger fi rms. They also have 
no need to publicise themselves, given their market 
prominence, so they do not attract competition 
or need to give away secrets. While they may need 
to beef up their profi ts performance in future, 
thinks Simon, the best of the Mittelstand are an 
object lesson in the value of going your own way, 
and ignoring fads and fashions, in pursuit of the 
essentials that you have determined for yourself.

SCANDINAVIA
Scandinavian virtues are often undervalued. The 
region contains a disproportionately large number 
of high-performing and highly distinctive companies 
that come nearest in Europe to embodying the much-
desired high-trust, high-commitment workplace. 
Stable ownership (often through controlling 
foundations), egalitarian values, gender balance 
and an international outlook help. Fast-expanding 
Handelsbanken, Lego, IKEA, Novo Nordisk and 
Statoil all have important stories to tell.

JAPAN
Japan may have dropped out of fashion due to 
its stagnant economy, but its manufacturing 
sophistication remains unsurpassed. If there’s 
a wonder of the world in management, it is the 
Toyota Production System – “One of the greatest 
management innovations of the last century,” says 
LBS’s Birkinshaw – a complex, adaptive system that 
in ‘pull’ and ‘just in time’ – making ‘only what is 
needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed’ 
– has given us something that is more a diff erent 
philosophy than a set of techniques.

Simon Caulkin has 
charted the rise and 
fall of Anglo-Saxon 
management for 
The Observer, 
Management 
Today and 
Financial Times

Where does all this leave managers in 
Anglophonia? On top of this ferment of 
diff erent cultural approaches to management 
in other parts of the world, the Anglo-Saxon 
model now also faces challenges from within 
– reform initiatives include the Coalition for 
Inclusive Capitalism, Conscious Capitalism, 
the Purpose of the Corporation Project, and 
the Global Peter Drucker Forum. 

In the light of this profusion, the most remarkable 
thing is that the dominant Anglo-Saxon monoculture 
has managed to see off  challenges to its hegemony 
for so long. But the emerging trends signal 
that history is no longer on its side. If current 
management ideology, as Birkinshaw observes, is 
“the last bastion of American hegemony”, it is now 
under assault from all quarters. In retrospect, we 
may ask ourselves: “What took so long?”
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Alfa Romeo Giulia
Sector: Large family car
Price: £29,000–£34,000
Fuel: 37–68mpg
CO2: 109–138g/km

With market share well 
under whole numbers, it 
seemed possible recently 
that Alfa Romeo might vacate 
the UK market completely. 
The brand has never lost 
its cool but, with dwindling 
interest in D-segment cars 
such as the Ford Mondeo  
and Vauxhall Insignia,  
surely the last thing the 
world needed was a large 
family car from Alfa Romeo. 

Wrong. The Alfa Romeo 
Giulia is intended as a fresh 
start for the Italian executive 
car manufacturer, putting 
it up against the likes of the 
BMW 3 Series and Jaguar XE. 
No pressure then.

The Giulia is – no surprise 
– a looker. There’s something 
both retro and futuristic 
about this classic-style saloon.

But it’s the 2.2-litre diesels 
where the Giulia really makes 
sense. A 180bhp unit is brisk 
and has plenty of torque; fuel 
efficiency is around 70mpg. 
The engine is matched by 
driving dynamics, with three 
driving modes and a raft  
of driving aids as standard.  

A 99g/km model will follow, 
but there are no manual 
transmissions planned.

The technical specs 
include cruise control  
and rear parking sensors, 
with climate pack, satnav 
and rear camera too.  
The car has achieved  
the highest Euro NCAP 
safety score ever. 

There are drawbacks.  
Alfa Romeo still can’t match 
the best in class for interior 
refinement, say. But, for 
anyone seeking a car that 
oozes style and solidity, but 
isn’t German, the Giulia will 
prove a strong proposition 
for both head and heart.

Ch-ch-ch-changes
Two classy brands are moving into new territory, and  
a modern classic has been reinvented

The Giulia 
oozes style  

and solidity 
– but isn’t 
German 
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Volkswagen 
Passat
Sector: Large family car
Price: £22,680–£40,180
Fuel: 50–76mpg
CO2: 39–146g/km

It’s easy to make a large 
car spacious, versatile and 
comfortable, but drivers 
also want a car that’s 
enjoyable to be in – both 
functional and desirable.

The Passat has long 
been a fleet machine, 
welcome in all executive 
car parks. It’s comfortable, 
spacious and high-tech, 
albeit so conservative in 
its styling that I once had 
to explain to a colleague 
that he was looking at a 
brand-new model. 

The BlueMotion 
specification is capable 
of almost 80mpg on the 
combined cycle and 95g/
km, and the combination 
of near-silent running and 
comfortable acceleration 
is a winner. However, the 
BlueMotion has some 
curious omissions: satnav 
and cruise control, for 
example, which people 
bank on in a car.

Check out the huge 
range of other diesel cars 
– or even the electric and 
plug-in hybrid models 
– for an eye-watering 
choice of powertrains 
and specifications. The 
SE Business specification 
with a frugal diesel engine 
will offer such good 
specifications and such 
low running costs that it 
should be a no-brainer 
for fleet managers and 
business users.

Other cars from  
the wider Volkswagen 
group, of a similar  
size and build quality  
but lower list price, may  
catch the eye, but the 
Passat is a steady and 
reassuring presence  
in a changing world.

Seat Ateca
Sector: Medium SUV
Price: £18,000–£30,000
Fuel: 52–66mpg
CO2: 113–135g/km

The Ateca marks a big 
moment for Seat, that  
low-key member of the 
sprawling Volkswagen group. 
It’s the start of Seat’s move 
towards a broader model  
set, and fleet. There’s a lot  
at stake.

Still, I’ve yet to drive a 
Seat I didn’t like. Seat knows 
exactly what it’s doing when 
it comes to smart, small cars. 

The Ateca is based heavily 
on the Volkswagen Tiguan 
and benefits from a lot of 
cutting-edge technology. 

There’s a range of diesel 
engines, with both two- and 
four-wheel drive available, 
so this is a genuine SUV, 
with manual or auto 
transmissions. Keep an eye 
out too for a 150hp, 1.4-litre 
petrol engine at 52.3mpg.

The Ateca is good on 
the road, as well as off – 
something that can’t be said 
of all SUVs. It clearly helps 
that the car is based on the 
excellent Leon hatchback.

The 360° cameras on top-
spec models make reversing, 

even while towing, a doddle, 
while all models boast a five-
inch touchscreen display, 
and USB and SD card 
connectivity as standard.

If Seat has a problem, it’s 
that it still doesn’t really 
know how to define itself  
in a crowded Volkswagen 
group, and a cut-throat 
European market. Then 
again, how much of a 
problem can that be when it 
keeps making such quietly 
effective, well-priced, 
desirable cars?

Fleet managers could 
do far worse than 
the trusty Passat
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SIX WAYS BREXIT WILL AFFECT FLEETS

MEMBERS OF THE Society of Motor 
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) 
favoured staying in the EU by four to 
one. Add to that fact the anguished 
noises now coming from the UK’s car 
industry, and you get some idea of just 
how much the UK relies on the EU to 
buy and sell cars – and how difficult it 
will be for the UK to disentangle itself.

The car industry is very sensitive to 
economic downturns and uncertainty, 
as the 2008 financial crisis proved, 
when factories were mothballed, jobs 
were lost and production nosedived. 

Post-referendum, the SMMT says UK 
car sales are already “showing signs of 
cooling”. Looking further ahead, the 
biggest problem for UK car-makers is 
the risk of a levy on vehicles made here. 
SMMT figures show that 81.5% of cars 
produced in the UK in April 2016 were 
for export, and around 75% of those were 
bound for the EU. The risk post-Brexit is 
that the EU will slap an extra 10% on the 
cost of selling cars to Germany, France 
and Spain. Tit-for-tat tariffs or import 

quotas could mean importing cars to the 
UK will become more expensive too.

As far as the automotive industry is 
concerned, Britain has voted for a long 
period of uncertainty, with no end in 
sight. The questions are piling up: how 
should we replace vast swathes of EU 
law and the trade deals that we have 
now? And how long will all of this take? 
Here’s what people in the industry  
are saying.

The industry’s opinion
Let’s take the falling pound first. While 
the tumbling pound may have helped 
exports, the long-term picture is likely 
to be a rise in the price of cars and at 
least some domestic production moving 
abroad. So now is a good time to buy or 
lease a car. Then again, you may want to 
hang on to your current deals and try to 
negotiate very short-term leases.

Second, there’s the issue of grey 
imports. When cars are cheaper in 
nearby markets – as they’re likely to 
be in Europe in future – so-called grey 

imports tend to rise in popularity. These 
are cars purchased in another country 
to circumvent local taxes and tariffs. 
Franchised dealerships and car-makers 
don’t like the practice, but it’s legal and 
Brexit could lead to more of it.

Third, leaving the EU may mean 
some legislation designed to protect 
motorists gets dropped. Britain is 
currently part of the continent-wide 
Euro NCAP safety-rating scheme. 

Fourth, there’s the question of 
obsolete contracts. Purchasing plans, 
mileage agreements and contracts 
drawn up before June 2016 may all 
need to be reviewed. With Brexit 
somewhere between 24 and 36 months 
away, a three- or five-year plan made 
prior to June this year will be obsolete. 
Increased telematics and lower-carbon 
vehicles may help running costs, and 
a plan to splurge on a new fleet when 
residual values are so fluid could be 
abandoned for short-term lease deals to 
reduce risk. But, for fleet managers, it’s 
back to the spreadsheets.

What now for UK automotive?
After the Brexit decision, fleet managers and company car buyers  

face a slew of awkward turns and hairline decisions 
WORDS Robin Brown

1 List prices
There’s little 
movement in 

new or used prices 
at the moment. That 
could change with a 
weak pound or EU 
trade tariffs, and 
pricier imports could 
be passed on to fleet 
through fewer deals 
and higher rentals. 

2 Pay at pump
The weaker 
pound may 

drive up fuel prices. 
Buying oil on the 
open market outside 
the EU may have 
the same effect 
in time. Fuel-duty 
rises may be seen 
as an easy win if the 
economy slumps.

3 Insurance
Insurers are 
not allowed 

to discriminate by 
gender – remember 
Sheilas’ Wheels? – 
after an EU ruling in 
2011. Post-Brexit, 
that may change. 
Insuring a car to 
drive abroad may 
become dearer too.

4 Servicing
An end  
to the 

Block Exemption 
Regulations may 
mean car-makers 
can once again force 
customers to have 
their car serviced at a 
franchised dealership 
– or risk voiding 
their warranty. 

5 Driving 
abroad
Post-Brexit, 

fleet managers will 
need to remain 
familiar with 
European driving 
regulations, such 
as keeping a high-
visibility jacket 
in the car when 
driving in France.

6 Residual 
values
Most  

experts believe  
that we’ll start to 
see weaker residual 
values announced 
by the end of 
2016. That means 
higher rentals if 
three-year used 
values do slump.
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Stephen 
Pierce on...
Transforming a 
global business 
when there’s 
no central 
mandate  
for change

HITACHI, WHICH I 
joined in 2008, was my 
first Japanese company. 
The culture is different 
to that of Western 
businesses but many 
of the challenges are 
the same. In our case, 
the challenge was to 
introduce global best 
practices in people 
management that 
would be consistently 
applied, but in a culture 
where there’s no central 
mandate for change.
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That cultural attitude to  
change was critical. Hitachi is a 
complex global organisation, with 
330,000 staff in 900 autonomous 
companies. In Europe, we have 
around 18,000 staff across 100 
companies in a broad range  
of sectors, from train building  
to financial services. Each 
company has the authority to 
make decisions that may take it in 
a different direction from the rest. 

So, without a central mandate for 
change, how do you create change? 
We all know successful change is 
usually led from the top, but what 
do you do in an organisation where 
the top management will support 
change but the culture won’t allow 
them to mandate it? Through 
working with my colleagues in 
Tokyo and other regions globally, it 
became clear that, to address this 
issue and introduce new global best 
practices, we needed to influence 
the key stakeholders – we had to 
get people to want to be involved. 
Our engagement strategy was a 
partnership between colleagues  
in Tokyo communicating with 
parent companies, and those  
of us in the regions interacting  
with our businesses (in my case, 
across Europe).

Through our strategy, we wanted 
to create a culture of change, and 

this takes time. It takes time to 
build relationships, and even  
longer to sell change and ensure 
participation, rather than dictating. 
So we tirelessly embarked on an 
engagement plan: meeting with 
leaders across companies, talking 
about their issues and explaining 
how the new people-management 
practices could make a positive 
difference to their businesses. 

In doing this, we realised we 
shared many of the same issues: 
finding talent for the future, 
ensuring we develop and retain key 
people, and so on. But, without this 
proactive engagement, we could 
not listen, learn and find solutions.

Involvement also takes time. 
Showing the financial benefit was 
one way to encourage involvement. 
So our change journey did not  
just include changing people-
management practices but also 
reviewing HR service providers. 
Historically, group companies had 
bought services separately, which 
meant they paid higher prices.  
So we worked together to create 
economies of scale, buying similar 
or better employee benefits at a 
lower price – everyone wins.

As more companies became 
involved in decision-making and 
buying into group-wide solutions,  
it became clear that not all of them 
could move at the same speed,  
and, for practical reasons, we could 
not implement change at the same 
speed everywhere. This enabled us 
to pilot change in some cases, and 
allowed those with the strongest 
business need or commitment to 
participate and show the benefits  
to others. This was especially 
helpful for some systems-based 
solutions, where testing in a  
smaller group made sense prior  
to wider implementation.

Our change journey will never 
end but we’ve seen huge progress 
across our business in recent  
years. This includes a database  
with details of 250,000 staff, to 
underpin decision-making; a global 
performance-management system 
used by 100,000 staff; and a global 
careers site launched in 2013, via 
which we have hired 4,000 staff so 
far. We are also saving about $5m  
a year on employee-benefit costs.

 The key lessons for me include: 
the importance of engagement, 
considering every possible way  
to get buy-in, and answering the 
question ‘What’s in it for me?’ 
when talking with key stakeholders. 
I have also been reminded that we 
can never communicate too much, 
and that tenacity and resilience are 
undervalued but critical attributes 
of successful change programmes.

How I’ve 
Changed: 
Stephen 
Robertson

WHEN STEPHEN ROBERTSON left 
Woolworths in 2007, it was a 99-year-
old high-street stalwart, with 7,000 staff 
and 800 stores. Two years on, it was in 
administration. Reflecting on his time 
there, Robertson says an ineffective board 
contributed to Woolworths’ fall from grace.

“There’s a misconception that boards 
need to be happy, teamy places,” he says. 
“Actually, boardrooms need to be rooms 
where honesty prevails – sometimes even 
brutal honesty... The board must be able to 
share with each other what’s good and 
what’s bad, and be very clear about the 
direction the business is taking and what 
the options might be.”

Robertson says he too was found lacking 
while on the board at Woolworths: “I didn’t 
[challenge people] nearly enough. When I 
emerged from Woolworths, I thought about 
how much tougher the B&Q board was, 
which was facing similar challenges.”

Robertson says his experience means  
he is now more vocal in the boardroom, 
and more willing to call out decisions he 
thinks are wrong. “Woolworths has been 
invaluable in terms of knowledge, stories 
and experiences, which I am using to help 
other people,” he says. “I am able to say:  
‘I was at Woolworths; I’ve been there  
and it’s ugly, so let’s do something else.’”

Stephen Pierce CCMI is chief HR officer at Hitachi Europe

“Our change 
journey will 
never end, but 
we’ve seen huge 
progress across 
our business in 
recent years”

Stephen Robertson, former marketing director 
at Woolworths, was speaking as part of CMI’s 
‘Bouncing Back’ series: managers.org.uk/
bouncingback. He is chairman at Retail Economics
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Creating a true 
profession: people, 
purpose and potential

17 
NOVEMBER, BRIGHTON

Participate in a networking 
event focused on the 
importance of supporting 
personal development.
Keynote speaker Simon 
Bowen, CMI Director of 
Member Engagement, 
University of Brighton, 
BN2 4AT
managers.org.uk/
creatingatrueprofession

Celebrating 
and promoting 
gender diversity 
in the workplace

10 
MARCH 2017, LEEDS

Team coaching to 
manage change 
and achieve high 
performance

17 
NOVEMBER,
BUCKFASTLEIGH

CMI Scotland 2016: 
driving leadership

4 
NOVEMBER,
GLASGOW

Incorporating our annual 
celebration of International 
Women’s Day, this year’s 
Eleanor Macdonald Memorial 
Lecture will be delivered by 
Ann Francke, chief executive 
of CMI.
The Queens, Leeds LS1 1PJ
managers.org.uk/genderdiversity

CMI and the International 
Coach Federation will 
team up to highlight group-
coaching methods that foster 
success and support at work.
Buckfast Abbey, 
Buckfastleigh TQ11 0EG
managers.org.uk/teamcoaching 

Managing confl ict 
and performance

17 
NOVEMBER,
LEEDS

Explore tools and techniques 
to resolve confl ict and 
maintain productivity at 
work, with Kerry Waters 
of Watson Burton LLP and 
Marcus Foster of thebigword. 
Eversheds LLP, Bridgewater 
Place, Leeds LS11 5DR
managers.org.uk/managingconfl ict

CMI Scotland’s annual 
conference will off er 
insights into how 
management can lead 
organisational change.
Old Fruitmarket, 
Glasgow G1 1NQ
managers.org.uk/cmiscotland2016

LEADERSHIP 
LIVE!

FOR ALL CMI 
EVENTS, GO 
ONLINE TO 

MANAGERS.
ORG.UK/
EVENTS

Nick Cohen of 
PCR will join 

the panel



MAY 1979. MARGARET THATCHER, 
Britain’s first female prime minister, 
on the steps of 10 Downing Street. Her 
speech, featuring St Francis of Assisi’s 
famous line “Where there is discord, may 
we bring harmony”, would go down in 
British political history.

Michael Dobbs was there that day, a 
junior spin doctor in Thatcher’s ranks. 
He later drew on his experiences in 
government to write House of Cards, the 
biggest political blockbuster in history. 

For Dobbs, Thatcher’s words 
that day didn’t ring true: “Margaret 
wasn’t a harmonious politician; she 
wasn’t a compromiser; she was a 
confrontationalist by commitment.”

At some point in our career, we’ll all 
have to make a big speech. There may 
be hundreds in the audience or just a 
handful. But it will be a moment when 
we’ve got to strike the right note. 

The greatest speeches mix passion 
and an ability to capture the moment, 
says Dobbs, who spoke to Professional 
Manager not long after the UK’s historic 
Brexit vote, when launching season 4 
of House of Cards on Blu-ray and DVD. 
(Incidentally, Dobbs despaired at the 
inability of any major political leader  
to convey the issues at stake.)

For Dobbs, one of the best recent 
political speeches was David Cameron’s 

pitch to become Conservative leader in 
2005. By giving his speech without notes, 
Cameron showed how seriously he took 
his audience. “He seemed to rise above 
the rest,” notes Dobbs. Within five years, 
he was prime minister. 

A great speech needn’t be long, says 
Dobbs. Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg 
Address was just over two minutes long. 
Watch Hilary Benn’s speech calling for 
British aircraft to be deployed in bombing 
ISIS and it’s over before it’s begun. 

“Where do the great speeches come 
from?” asks Dobbs. “They’re more than 
just bits of policy; they’re actually about 
something that reaches deep down inside 
the politician and reaches out across 
barriers and individuals.”

It’s all too easy to scoff at today’s 
oratory and compare it unfavourably 
with that of, say, Winston Churchill. But 
Simon Lancaster, who’s written speeches 
for government ministers and CEOs, is 
impressed by the current political crop. 

Labour’s Jeremy Corbyn is criticised 
for being long-winded, but his leadership 
campaign started off in small halls and 

ended up in sold-out theatres. He must 
be doing something right, says Lancaster. 
And he describes Theresa May’s 2014 
speech to the Police Federation as the 
“bravest political speech since Neil 
Kinnock took on the militant tendency” 
at Labour’s 1985 party conference.

It is possible to learn to deliver great 
speeches, says Lancaster. His ‘Speak like 
a leader’ TEDx Talk outlines the ancient 
rhetorical devices that still underpin the 
best oratory: a breathless start to grab 
your audience’s attention; repetition 
in threes (“education, education, 
education”); metaphors to breathe 
life into your subject; exaggeration to 
communicate your passion; and rhyme 
to cement your memorable phrases. 

But, even for a seasoned speechwriter 
such as Lancaster, there’s one simple test 
of whether your speech has worked: “Has 
it left the audience feeling how I wanted 
them to?” 
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The essence of the  
memorable speech
The best speeches come from deep within, says the creator of House of Cards
WORDS Matthew Rock
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Find out more about Simon Lancaster 
at bespokespeeches.com or watch 
his TEDx Talk, ‘Speak like a leader’

Theresa May’s 
delivered a few 

barnstormers 
in her time

Passion is 
key to a great 

speech, says 
Michael  

Dobbs
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Originals: How 
Non-Conformists 
Move the World 
Adam Grant
Penguin Random House 
£15.99
HHHHH
“The reasonable man 
adapts himself to the 
world,” said George 
Bernard Shaw. “The 
unreasonable one 
persists in trying to adapt 
the world to himself. 
Therefore, all progress 
depends on the 
unreasonable man.”

Adam Grant, an 
over-performing Wharton 
academic, provides a 
range of insightful, often 
counter-intuitive tips  
on how to become that 
unreasonable man, 
underpinned by stories. 
For instance, people who 
procrastinate have more 
creative ideas, he claims. 
Also, he argues that 
entrepreneurs are often 
not risk-takers, but 
risk-minimisers; of 
course, they may be 
heading to a new 
destination with their 
idea, but they focus  
on ensuring that each 
step carries as little  
risk as possible. 

Grant’s book debunks 
the myth that ‘originals’ 
are ‘other people’. It 
shows that anyone  
can be an original, and 
provides tools to realise 
this goal. It’s a valuable 
book both for ambitious 
managers and those just 
starting their careers.
ANOOP MAINI

See the entries for the 2017 CMI Management Book of the Year awards at yearbook.managers.org.uk

The Project 
Saboteur
Jeroen Gietema and 
Dion Kotteman
Claret Press
£12.99
HHH
Every manager will have 
to coordinate a project  
at some point in their 
career. However, this 
short book is written 
from the point of view  
of the saboteur: anyone 
who wants a project  
to fail.

The authors argue  
that the human factor  
is largely overlooked in 
project management. 
Overestimating people’s 
motivation when 
beginning a task is  
the main reason why 
projects go over time  
and over budget, or  
fail completely.

The first few chapters 
aim to help readers 
identify the project 
saboteur; discover the 
saboteur’s motivations; 
and learn about ways  
in which projects might  
be sabotaged.

Much of the rest  
of the book focuses  
on roles such as the 
undermining director  
and the sabotaging end 
user, and how each  
can ensure that a  
project fails. 

Overall, this book 
offers a comprehensive 
and extensive analysis  
of what a successful 
project requires in  
order not to be ruined.
BOB BAKER

What’s Your 
Message?
Cam Barber
Vivid Learning 
£8.99
HHHHH
For many managers, 
presenting ideas to an 
audience of any size  
is a daunting prospect. 
What’s Your Message?  
is a passport to creating  
a successful presentation 
without suffering  
anxiety. Moreover,  
Cam Barber’s approach 
will greatly reduce the 
preparation time and 
increase the impact of 
your presentation.

The book starts with  
a review of some of the 
world’s great presenters, 
and the many myths 
surrounding presentation 
skills are quickly 
dispelled. Barber then 
sets out the ‘Vivid 
Method for Public 
Speaking’, explaining the 
causes of anxiety and 
how to minimise them.

Barber also outlines 
the structure of good 
speeches, advocating  
a ‘chunking’ approach 
that keeps the audience’s 
attention and aids 
comprehension. He also 
explains how to start and 
finish a speech. Finally, 
he goes through what  
you need to do at the 
rehearsal stage.

Barber’s approach  
is exemplary and  
cannot fail to make  
the idea of presenting  
far less worrying.
ANDREW MAY

What’s trending online on 
CMI’s Insights channel?

We first published the article 
‘6 companies that get 
employee engagement – and 
what they do right’ several 
months ago, but it’s still 
hugely popular with visitors to 
CMI’s Insights web channel. 
The authors, Mandy Flint and 
Elisabet Vinberg Hearn, look 
at several world-beating 
companies to discover how 
they animate their employees. 

At Google, say, it’s all about 
transparency. “The idea is  
to break down barriers, 
encourage creativity and 
collaboration. And employees, 
as a result, are feeling 
empowered.” Employees, say 
Flint and Hearn, “want to be  
a part of something where 
there are no hidden agendas”.

More recently, the top-
trending article has been 
‘Managing the 7 deadly sins in 
the workplace’. What if two 
employees are conducting a 
furtive romance? What should 
you do if an employee clearly 
has an unhealthy lifestyle? 
Should you allow downtime  
for distracted staff to play 
video games? These non-trivial 
questions require proper 
professional management.

Unsurprisingly, many  
read ‘What Brexit means for 
managers’. As the article said: 
“This is unchartered territory, 
with a lot depending on what 
deals the UK government can 
secure on the free movement 
of people, trade tariffs and 
other agreements that were 
secured as part of membership 
of the EU.” We may be in the 
dark for a while yet.

managers.org.uk/insights

TRENDING
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Strong leadership: 
does it really make 
any diff erence?
WORDS Tom Vine
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Dr Tom Vine leads a suite of MBA programmes 
at Suff olk Business School: t.vine@uos.ac.uk

IN TIMES OF crisis, we regularly hear 
calls for ‘strong leadership’. Recent 
examples include the aftermath of the 
Volkswagen emissions scandal and 
June’s EU referendum result. Indeed, 
after the Brexit vote, CMI itself called 
for strong leadership: “With the 
UK facing a period of political and 
economic uncertainty, strong and 
inclusive leadership is more important 
than ever.” But is strong leadership 
all it’s cracked up to be?

Every organisation is subject to 
multiple forces – politics, economics, 
society and technology – over which 
the leader has no discernible control.

The leader, for example, has no 
control over labour laws, exchange 
rates, the zeitgeist or the speed of 
the telecoms revolution. But these 
factors, and countless others, direct 
the future of the organisation. Indeed, 
organisations are driven and directed 
not by will, but by the environment 
in which they operate – a sort of 
‘organisational Darwinism’. 

A leader may believe they still 
have a discernible input in terms of 
how they interpret and/or react to 
their environment. But even here 
we face problems. 

Take decisions about recruitment 
or promotion. There is a tendency for 
people to be attracted to those who 
are similar to themselves. Even in the 
post-selection period, recruits are 
subjected to pressure to conform. This 
means, ultimately, that leaders are a 
homogeneous bunch. This, in turn, 
leads to stasis.

So should we just accept the 
limitations of leadership? After all, 
many of the businesses highlighted 

for their strategic and managerial 
excellence in Tom Peters and Robert 
Waterman’s bestselling In Search of 
Excellence were in dire straits a few years 
after the book’s publication in 1982. 
Leaders – political and organisational 
alike – are not, it seems, in control.

Interestingly, while cases of 
leaderless organisations are rare, they 
do show a common theme: Belgium, 
for example, went without an elected 
prime minster for a year and a half, and 
it didn’t seem to make the remotest 

diff erence to the performance of 
the country; worker cooperatives in 
South America – businesses without 
traditional leadership structures –
appear to be fl ourishing. 

The leader’s here to stay
None of this, however, means we 
should dispense with leaders, and 
there are three main reasons.

First, although the control of 
organisations may be beyond the power 
of their leaders, the perception of 
control is likely to be benefi cial to the 
wellbeing of subordinates. Leadership 
provides certainty and security for 
those lower down the ladder. Our fears 
of the UK descending into nuclear war 
are, at least in part, alleviated by the 
confi dence that our prime minister has 
the diplomatic skills to prevent this. 

Second, leaders make sacrifi ces on 
behalf of their organisation. As a result 

of the emissions scandal, Volkswagen 
CEO Martin Winterkorn eventually 
quit. Did he know about the deliberate 
programming to generate deceptive 
emissions data? Probably not, but he 
quit so as to enable the organisation to 
re-establish its reputation. A year on, 
the brand seems as strong as ever. This 
‘strategy’ appears to have worked.

Third, as the late Alvin Toffl  er 
persuasively argued in his seminal 
book Future Shock, people can 
accommodate only so much change at 
once. Leaders can help to coordinate 
change and act as a buff er. 

For example, if a department is 
going through a painful restructure 
and, at the same time, the offi  ce 
computers are due for a system 
upgrade, an eff ective strategy would 
be to wait until the restructure has 
taken place before installing the new 
software. Equally, if the organisation 
is being rebranded, halt the proposed 
change to the menu in the canteen 
until your staff  and customers have 
adjusted to the new brand. These 
secondary changes may appear 
trivial but, as psychologists have long 
recognised, it is the cumulative eff ect 
of too much concurrent change that 
invokes anxiety. In exercising a sense 
of stewardship, a good leader can 
minimise this.

Although there’s much evidence 
that leadership is ineff ectual – 
especially as a strategic means-ends 
tool – leadership does still matter. 
The leader will probably be with 
us for centuries to come.

“Leadership may 
be ineff ectual but 
it does still matter”
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10 WAYS TO SPOT
A FLAKY GURU
By Adrian Furnham

Before you spend thousands on your 
next executive awayday’s ‘special 
guest speaker’, apply these tests.
1. Beware academic training. 

A sure sign that a business 
book is both evidence-free 
and jargon-infected is that the 
author has ‘PhD’ after their name. 

2. Beware other signs of impression 
management. Videos inserted 
into a PowerPoint presentation 
are not evidence of cleverness. 

3. Beware the metaphor and parable. 
The plural of anecdote is not evidence. 

4. Listen to explanations (not 
descriptions) of process. Be 
particularly sensitive to contradictions, 
fuzzy logic and missing steps. 

5. Change strategies, interventions 
and the like must follow exactly 
from the diagnosis. They must be 
consistent. The guru must explain how 
that strategy has that particular effect. 

6. Check whether they can write. 
Whether they use clear, correct 
language to explain how they see the 
problem and solution is a test of their 
thinking, logic and analytical ability.

7. Determine whether they have any 
depth of knowledge about all the 
social issues that have an impact 
on business. Avoid those who don’t.

8. Gurus love to tell stories. Stories 
with happy endings. The more 
fabulous these stories, the greater 
the likelihood you are being foxed.

9. Gurus don’t like particulars. 
They tend to be broad-brush and 
feel that bespoke stuff is difficult, 
time-wasting and unprofitable.

10. Trust your instincts. If you suspect 
advice is bunkum, it probably is. 

Adrian Furnham is an adjunct professor 
at the BI Norwegian Business School. A 
full version of this article can be found 
at managers.org.uk/insights 

New Volkswagen 
CEO Matthias Müller 

was able to quickly 
steady the ship 

after the emissions 
scandal – partly due 

to his predecessor 
falling on his sword
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Have a human interaction with 
Simon on Twitter: @nikluac

Persona non data 
The government’s ‘digital by default’ approach to 

service delivery has one clear fl aw
WORDS Simon Caulkin
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DIGITAL BY DEFAULT; all government 
services to go online. It sounds so 
sensible: we all use the web; it’s quick, 
convenient and accessible everywhere, 
24/7. So why not have everything 
delivered online? And, since it’s largely 
DIY, it’s also cheap. What’s not to like?

Alas, in practice, digital by default isn’t 
so simple. The internet is all of those 
good things, but the theory, ironically, 
does not take into account the all-too-
human motives of buyers and sellers. 
Vendors have boxes and software to 
shift, and procurement managers savings 
to make. Both have targets to meet.

All too often the result is that, instead 
of being used to complement and 
capitalise on human eff ort and ability, 
computers are bought and sold to 
supplant them – because they’re cheaper, 
not better. Big mistake. Humans are 
good at coping with ambiguous, shifting 
entities, such as people’s priorities, or 
demands that don’t fi t squarely in one 
category or another. Computers excel at 
sorting black and white, and 
adding one to two.

Fitting humans 
to computers, 
rather than the 
reverse, is a 
sure-fi re recipe 
for getting neither 
convenience nor 
economy. At the trivial 
end, the result is such 
hideousness as ‘synthetic 
personalisation’, where a poor 
soul in a contact centre is obliged 
to insert your fi rst name in the script 

they’re reading – a trick that only breeds 
cynicism and scorn. 

At the university where my wife works, 
all course-marking and fi nal grading 
is done anonymously, by computer, 
online. That removes the possibility of 
bias – fi ne – but also a lecturer’s ability to 
adjust a fi nal mark that, for some reason 
(family diffi  culties, say), might not give 
a true idea of a student’s abilities over 
three years – not so fi ne, particularly 
when managers then remind professors 
that good relationships between staff  
and students are a big driver of those all-
important student-satisfaction scores.

On a larger scale are big service 
entities such as Universal Credit (UC), 
HMRC and, unfortunately, much of the 
NHS. They simply function as factories 
of customer alienation. The design logic 
is economic: the internet is the cheapest 
and thus preferred transaction medium, 
while face-to-face human transactions 
are the most expensive and, therefore, 
only to be used as a last resort. 

But the real cost of dealing with a 
patient, claimant or taxpayer isn’t the 

unit costs of individual interactions 
but the end-to-end cost of all the 

transactions needed to resolve 
the issue. If putting IT fi rst 
just involves doing the wrong 

thing faster, there is zero 
gain and it may actually 

make matters worse. 
Lengthening 
NHS queues, 
intolerable 
waiting times 

to get through to 

HMRC and ever-increasing delays in 
delivering UC, each at huge cost, are the 
products of this basic error.

The counter-intuitive rule is: start with 
customers and people on the frontline; 
work out how the latter can meet 
the needs of the former as quickly as 
possible, preferably at the fi rst pass; and 
only then consider if online could make 
things run better and more smoothly. 
It’s always cheaper in the long run.

You’d rather like computers to be in 
charge of fl y-by-wire aircraft and nuclear 
power stations, albeit with human 
override. But ‘digital by default’ and 
its derivatives, which devalue human 
judgment, are mostly dangerously 
deceptive or just plain wrong.

Waterstones, the books chain, was 
almost bankrupt in 2011, when a brave 
new owner chose a live bookseller 
(wow!), James Daunt, as MD.

Daunt disconnected the algorithms 
that Waterstones used to ‘optimise’ its 
displays. Then he stopped publishers 
buying the prime spots in stores to 
display their wares. Next, he fi red half 
the store managers and put all the shops 
in charge of local managers who both 
knew their areas and cared about books, 
to run as if they were independents. 
Five years later, Waterstones is not only 
back to black but opening new stores all 
over the place. Waterstones, in short, 
is the corporate poster boy for the 
mantra that should be tattooed on every 
manager’s forehead: ‘human by default’.

sorting black and white, and 

economy. At the trivial 
end, the result is such 
hideousness as ‘synthetic 
personalisation’, where a poor 
soul in a contact centre is obliged 
to insert your fi rst name in the script 

But the real cost of dealing with a 
patient, claimant or taxpayer isn’t the 

unit costs of individual interactions 
but the end-to-end cost of all the 

transactions needed to resolve 
the issue. If putting IT fi rst 
just involves doing the wrong 

thing faster, there is zero 
gain and it may actually 

make matters worse. 

to get through to 
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REGISTER TODAY 
EARLY BIRD CLOSES 28 OCTOBER 2016

SPECIAL RATES FOR PROFESSIONAL MANAGER 
READERS (USE PROMO CODE: PM17)

VISIT: thegrowthfaculty.co.uk 

+44 (0)207 808 5647

HOW DO YOU 
TRANSITION FROM 
GOOD TO GREAT ?

Jim Collins, business strategist, leadership thinker,  
and best-selling author of Built to Last, Good to Great,  
How the Mighty Fall and Great by Choice will present  
a powerful half-day seminar on what it takes to build  
an enduring great company.

In this session, Collins will bring together over 25 years  
of research which asks the simple question: Why do 
some companies thrive in uncertainty and others do not?

Collins will take you through the behaviours and 
characteristics of companies and leadership teams 
that achieve spectacular results, especially when direct 
comparisons – companies operating in the same fast-
moving, unpredictable, and tumultuous environments  
– do not.

The program will draw upon a highly effective framework 
developed by Collins that will serve as a mechanism of 
disciplined thought and action for you and your team  
to lead your business to greatness! 

Don’t miss this rare opportunity to see Jim Collins  
in his first live solo presentation in London.

JIM COLLINS  
LIVE IN LONDON
Lead your business to greatness

P R E S E N T E D  BY

THE GROWTH FACULTY — First live solo event in the UK —
LONDON  

28 FEBRUARY 2017

Books by Jim Collins
GOOD TO GREAT 

GREAT BY CHOICE 
HOW THE MIGHTY FALL 

BUILT TO LAST
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O�  cial fuel consumption fi gures in mpg (l/100km) for Ford S-MAX range: urban 27.4-50.4 (10.3-5.6), extra urban 
43.5-61.4 (6.5-4.6), combined 35.8-56.5 (7.9-5.0). O�  cial CO2 emissions 180-129g/km. 
The mpg fi gures quoted are sourced from o�  cial EU-regulated test results (EU Directive and Regulation 692/2008), are provided for
comparability purposes and may not refl ect your actual driving experience. 

P11D BIK CO2 COMBINED MPG

£34,090 - £36,845 33% - 25% 180-129g/km 35.8 - 56.5
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